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Boat Rocker Studios, the content, 
distribution, and brands arm of Boat Rocker 
Media brings great stories to life through 
global relationships, brand management, 
creative packaging, expertise, financial 
support, ensuring brand integrity. Personal 
relationships with broadcasters and digital 
platforms allow us to leverage intellectual 
property for both original in-house brands 
and third party acquisition. BR Studios is 
built to be a leader in multi-channel sales, 
partnerships and brand franchise management 
in an ever-changing media landscape.
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This compelling docu-series uncovers how 
everyday Americans are dealing with the 
pandemic and the new structure of our lives. 
Frustrated by endless political spin and unsatisfying 
sound bites on news programs, the Covid America 
team set out to capture the true stories of Americans. 

The Covid America crew travelled over 3,500 miles, 
visited 8 states and interviewed dozens of people 
across many industries to find out how people from New 
York City to Houston, Texas are coping with the virus, 
lockdown, wearing masks, municipal and 
governmental restrictions and, perhaps, most 
important of all, the limitations of gathering together. 

factual 2 x 60’

current 
affairs

docu-series

covid america produced by

VIEW TRAILER

The Audio Drama Initiative

request
screener

HD

return to “new to catalogue”

original broadcaster
Independent

https://vimeo.com/523825277/e51ebaddfa
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Covid%20America%20-%20Screener%20Request


In the history of incredible automotive discoveries, 
very few can match the “New York City garage find” 
of the Peter Max Collection of vintage Corvettes. 

Corvette restorer and collector Chris Mazzilli and his team 
at Dream Car Restoration are taking on a once-in-a-life-
time challenge: to bring these legendary vehicles back to 
their full glory. They will rehab the most important, iconic 
and valuable cars in this unique collection, focusing on the 
models with the most history and challenging restoration 
hurdles. Tracking down long-retired engine parts, adding 
horsepower and trying to recreate styles that have been 
long since discontinued, the team has their work cut out 
for them.

factual 6 x 30’

entertainment automotive

the lost corvettesproduced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Bungalow Entertainment

FYI

request
screener

return to “new to catalogue”

HD

https://vimeo.com/524517658/184544ceb8
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=The%20Lost%20Corvettes%20-%20Request%20Screener


Borrowed From Nature is a stylistic exploration 
of the rich and complex history of Japanese 
gardens in Canada, through the life of one 
master designer, Roy Tomomichi Sumi. 
 
The documentary also delves into the history of the 
Japanese internment camps of the Second World 
War through the life story of Sumi. Through his 
principles and design philosophy, we visit 
Japanese gardens in Lethbridge, Vancouver, and New 
Denver revealing hidden testaments to an enduring 
Japanese influence.

factual 1 x 60’

documentary history

borrowed from natureproduced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Kino Sum Productions

CBC Gem

request
screener

return to “new to catalogue”

HD

https://vimeo.com/503213030/8ffc0ccb17
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Borrowed%20from%20Nature%20-%20Request%20Screener


When transgender icon Dr. Carys Massarella 
transitioned, she felt the responsibility to help other 
transgender people become who they always knew 
they were and make the transformation of a lifetime.

In My Trans Journey, Dr. Massarella’s patients work 
to overcome personal challenges and thrive in their 
transitions. With perseverance and Dr. Massarella’s 
guidance, they reach major turning points in their lives 
and their journeys culminate in big gatherings with their 
friends and families. Becoming your true self is cause for 
celebration.

factual 4 x 30’

documentary reality

my trans journey produced by

VIEW TRAILER

Yap Films Inc.

request
screener

HD

return to “new to catalogue”

original broadcaster
OutTV

https://vimeo.com/503213070/3925aefead
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=My%20Trans%20Journey%20-%20Screener%20Request


Excited  to  learn  more  about  culinary  tradition,  
Chef  Chuck  Hughes  is  welcomed  into  various  
Indigenous Communities to expand  his cooking 
horizons. 

Willing   to   share   integral parts of their  culture and 
culinary heritage  members   of   the  communities  
teach  Chuck  various  family  and  ancestral  recipes,  
which are to be protected and passed on to future 
generations. From lobster fishing, moose hunting, to 
ptarmigan hunting in Nunavut, Chuck travels through 
forests, rivers and snow-covered landscapes as he 
prepares mouth-watering meals using the resources 
the land provides. 
 

factual 13 x 30’

food
travel & 

adventure

chuck and the 
first people’s kitchen

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Trio Orange

APTN

request
screener

return to “new to catalogue”

HD

https://vimeo.com/531334476/1fc7af5cfe
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Chuck%20%26%20the%20First%20People%27s%20Kitchen%20-%20Request%20Screener


Born in a country with an authoritarian government 
that represses its people to stay in power, Nageso 
escaped from Ethiopia and is now living in a 
refugee camp in Kenya. 

Through the IOC Refugee Olympic Team, Nageso 
discovers a passion for running that leads him on a 
journey towards the qualification for the Tokyo 2021 
Olympics. He may not be a natural-born athlete, but 
he and his teammates train hard hoping to spread the 
message that everyone can have hope for a better 
tomorrow.

factual 1 x 60’

documentary sports

sneakers produced by

VIEW TRAILER

Miwoo Media

request
screener

return to “new to catalogue”

original broadcaster
Independent4K

https://vimeo.com/511709655/73c91c5895
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Sneakers%20-%20Screener%20Request


Global media often portrays refugees as passive 
and powerless human beings living in adverse 
conditions. No Cue aims to overturn this stereo-
type by giving its subjects a voice of their own. 

Shot inside Kakuma Refugee Camp in Kenya, this 
documentary captures the true drive and potential 
of the people living there – their hopes, dreams and 
belief in a better tomorrow. No Cue breaks through 
the barrier of negative perception against refugees 
created by mass media and hands the power back to 
those who deserve it.

factual 1 x 60’

documentary current 
affairs

no cue produced by

VIEW TRAILER

Miwoo Media

request
screener

return to “new to catalogue”

original broadcaster
Independent4K

https://vimeo.com/525767946/c914e7b5cf
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=No%20Cue%20-%20Screener%20Request


Meet Joel Kioko, a 17-year-old classic ballerino from 
Kenya. 

Through hard work, perseverance and a genuine passion 
for ballet, Joel overcame poverty and became the first 
Kenyan to receive a scholarship from the Ballet School 
of London. Now, Joel is attracting global attention as a 
promising African ballerino. The Barre tells Joel’s 
inspirational story while shining a light on Kenya’s ballet 
scene.

factual 1 x 60’

documentary sports

the barre produced by

VIEW TRAILER

Miwoo Media

request
screener

return to “new to catalogue”

original broadcaster
IndependentHD

https://vimeo.com/525767077/cc79c9d3c5
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=The%20Barre%20-%20Screener%20Request


Globally noted chef and baker Anna Olson seeks out just 
about any opportunity to celebrate so that she can bake 
a dessert. With her enthusiasm to constantly create, Anna 
is excited to share a new collection of scrumptious recipes 
with you in her brand new series, ANNA’S OCCASIONS.

Anna’s Occasions is set in a bright and cozy kitchen that offers 
an intimate, easy-to-follow instructional style that invites you 
to spend a little time with Anna as she bakes for life’s special 
moments. Anna’s Occasions range from intimate occasions 
like a romantic night in to family gatherings that require big 
desserts to feed a whole crowd, from perfect wedding 
desserts to the ultimate birthday treats. If you want to 
celebrate, Anna has a dessert for you!

factual 10 x 30’

food general 
lifestyle

anna’s occasions produced by

VIEW TRAILER

Triton HQ

request
screener

HD

return to “new to catalogue”

original broadcaster
Oh Yum

https://vimeo.com/460284789/3519d09532
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Anna%27s%20Occasions%20-%20Screener%20Request


UPROOTED with SARAH SHARRATT follows the 
adventures of North American mom, Cordon Bleu-
trained cook, and enthusiastic food lover Sarah Sharratt 
as she navigates her way through a new life in rural 
France. Sarah is a vibrant television personality who 
is easy to laugh and has a knack for not taking herself 
too seriously!

Each half-hour episode sees Sarah plan and prepare a 
special meal in the kitchen of her stunning 12th century 
French chateau. Before she can cook though, she must first 
gather ingredients. Uprooted captures all of the day-to-day 
challenges Sarah faces from language barriers and hard-
to-source items, to quirky local customs and the vast world 
of French wine.

factual 12 x 30’

food
general 
lifestyle

uprooted 
with sarah sharratt

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Echo Bay Media, Sarah Sharratt Inc.

Cooking Channel

request
screener

4K

return to “new to catalogue”

https://vimeo.com/456259842/513e383d24
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Uprooted%20with%20Sarah%20Sharratt%20-%20Request%20Screener


In this race unlike any other, four teams take a 
10-day journey across the country to discover 
new relatives and compete for a $50,000 grand 
prize. 

Using the contestant’s DNA as a road map, this first-
of-its-kind, genealogy-based reality show is all about 
meeting family, completing challenges.

factual 60 x 60’

competition travel & 
adventure

relative raceproduced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Lenzwork Productions

BYUtv

request
screener

return to “new to catalogue”

HD

https://vimeo.com/460617650/7f085d5c9c
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Relative%20Race%20-%20Request%20Screener


Indigenous activist James Whetung wants to fill Pigeon 
Lake with wild rice. The residents of the lake want to 
maintain recreational use. Stuck in the middle, acclaimed 
author Drew Hayden tries to understand both sides and 
find a compromise. 

COTTAGERS & INDIANS follows Taylor on a cross-Canada 
exploration of the hotspots, historic conflicts, and peaceful 
co-existence that can occur when it comes to indigenous 
water and land rights.For guidance, he journeys to three 
iconic reserves: Shoal Lake 40, which has been on a boil 
water advisory since the 80’s, despite being turned into an 
island in order to run a viaduct to Winnipeg. Sauble Beach, 
a tourist haven on contested land. And Osoyoos, the richest 
reserve in Canada. 

factual 1 x 60’

documentary history

cottagers & indians produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Paul Kemp Productions

request
screener

HD CBC Docs

return to “new to catalogue”

https://vimeo.com/456254336/158cf6f041
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Cottagers%20%26%20Indians%20-%20Screener%20Request


Acclaimed director, Chris Moukarbel (HBO’s Me at the 
Zoo, SEX//NOW), latest film is a feature documen-
tary about the renowned street artist Banksy’s self-
proclaimed and citywide celebrated month long October 
2013 residency in New York City. 

Banksy is revered and reviled, considered both a 
vandal and a genius. Completely anonymous, he is 
nevertheless without question one of the world’s best known 
living artists; having left his unmistakable mark and social 
messages everywhere from Los Angeles street corners to 
the walls of the Tate. This documentary is an exhilarating 
survey and detailed documentation of Banksy’s city-wide 
exhibit and at the same time a vibrant portrait of the city itself.

factual 1 x 90’

documentary art

banksy does 
new york

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Matador Content

HBO

request
screener

HD

return to “new to catalogue”

https://vimeo.com/460284822/ba491bc660
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Banksy%20-%20Screener%20Request


factual
16 x 60’

+
1 x 120’

docu-series
history & 

civilization

secrets in the ice produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Shark Teeth Films

HD Discovery Channel

return to “new to catalogue”

SECRETS IN THE ICE is a one-hour factual 
series that goes to the most remote, cold, and 
inhospitable places on the planet to reveal great 
mysteries that were once frozen in time. 

Merging CGI re-creations, advanced scanning 
technology and scientific research, the series 
investigates the curiosities that have been lost for 
millennia or never seen before, exploring how and 
why they ended up in the most desolate and distant 
corners of the planet, and contemplating what may 
still be concealed in the frozen depths. 

request
screener

https://vimeo.com/387044055/dc8caa2635
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Secrets%20in%20the%20Ice%20-%20Screener%20Request


Algorithms are everywhere today, infiltrating all 
aspects of our lives, and using big data to change 
how we live on a daily basis. And this is just the 
beginning of the algorithmic age. 
Anjan Sundaram, author, journalist and mathematician, 
travels the world meeting people designing this code and 
people affected by this algorithmic revolution. Algorithms 
are the building blocks for almost all advanced technolo-
gy today, from Amazon shopping recommendations to the 
most sophisticated artificial intelligence.  We see how this 
code is making and taking our choices; affecting the fate of 
nations and the freedom of individuals; being used to create 
virtual beings, communities and worlds, and ultimately 
changing who we are and what we will become in 
tomorrow’s world. 

factual 4 x 60’

science & 
technology docu-series

coded worldproduced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Peddling Pictures

Channel News Asia

request
screener

HD

return to “new to catalogue”

https://vimeo.com/366574081/c3e7b3c382
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Coded%20World%20-%20Screener%20Request


EYE ON THE BALL is a story about a group of  
Malaysian blind footballers who set their sights 
on becoming professional players. 
The film follows the lives of four individuals from 
diverse backgrounds: Asri, Kenchot and Rollen vying 
for a spot in the national team and their passionate 
coach, Sunny who are united in a common goal – to 
defend their championship title at the 2017 ASEAN 
Para Games and qualify for the World Blind Football 
Championships. Playing football is their shot at a 
better life. Will they see their dreams to compete in 
the international arena come true?

factual 1 x 80’

documentary sports

eye on the ballproduced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

SMG Entertainment

Star Media Group

request
screener

HD

return to “new to catalogue”

https://vimeo.com/460284873/88903ea581
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Eye%20on%20the%20Ball%20-%20Screener%20Request


A series of short interviews about iconic 
moments in people’s lives entitled, REMEMBER 
THAT TIME.

Shot at Sardi’s, the legendary theater restaurant in 
New York City, the series hosted by Alan Cumming 
includes interviews with stars such as Jason Biggs, 
Emma Stone, Sienna Miller, Darren Criss, Julia Stiles 
and more. 

factual 10 x 5’

short form celebrity

remember that 
time?

produced by

original broadcaster

Matador Content

CBS All Access

request
screener

HD

return to “new to catalogue”

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Remember%20that%20Time%20-%20Screener%20Request


UNEXPLAINED: CAUGHT ON CAMERA is an 
entertainment clip show that shines a light on 
the truly remarkable and unexplainable footage 
captured every day by the general public.

Whether it’s poltergeist activity caught on a mobile 
phone, a ghostly apparition that manifests on CCTV or 
a mythical creature captured on the dashcam of a car, 
our team of specialists will provide their expert opinion 
as they try to explain the seemingly unexplainable. For 
every alien hoax or bizarre animal video, there’s a UFO 
sighting or creature capture that is simply too baffling, 
too realistic, or perhaps even too scary to laugh off.

factual

18 x 60’

entertainment paranormal

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Back2Back Productions

UKTV

request
screener

unexplained: 
caught on cameraHD

*NEW 
EPISODES*

return to “new to catalogue”

https://vimeo.com/325512068/b7c1fc947e
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Unexplained%20Caught%20on%20Camera%20-%20Screener%20Request


Join host Philippe Cousteau, grandson of the 
legendary Jacques Cousteau, as he explores the 
most spectacular places – on the earth, inside the 
earth, and above the earth – in this riveting earth 
science series.

Hike perilous glaciers, dive into the mysterious 
recesses of our oceans and soar high above the 
earth’s clouds to reveal the supernatural science that 
makes our world go round – only on XPLORATION: 
AWESOME PLANET.

factual
44 x 30’

science
& tech

wilderness

xploration: 
awesome planet

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Steve Rotfeld Productions

Fox Station Groups

request
screener

HD

*NEW 
EPISODES*

return to “new to catalogue”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DZLSXnoK9eI&feature=youtu.be
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Xploration%20Awesome%20Planet%20-%20Screener%20Request


factual
44 x 30’

science & 
technology

pop
culture

xploration: 
DIY sci

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Steve Rotfeld Productions

Fox Station Groups
HD

*NEW 
EPISODES*

return to “new to catalogue”

In this new series, YouTube star Steve 
Spangler, known for his accessible approach to 
science, is busting the myth that unforgettable 
experiments can only be done by big shots in 
lab coats!

This how-to, magazine format mash-up comes 
together in a dazzling visual display that is as 
informative as it is entertaining. Part hands-on 
experiments, part real-world investigation, 
XPLORATION DIY SCI is the pop-science show 
that proves to curious minds everywhere that 
sometimes the best laboratory… is the world around 
you!  

request
screener

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ydYgvUfJ20I&feature=youtu.be
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Xploration%20DIY%20SCI%20-%20Screener%20Request


Join host Emily Calandrelli, aerospace expert and 
former NASA employee, as she takes viewers 
on an out-of-this-world journey to unlock the 
mysteries of space.

Visit top-secret research facilities; meet the minds 
searching beyond our solar system for life and go 
inside NASA’s most elite astronaut training facilities 
to reveal the many ways scientists are looking to 
the stars to uncover the answers to our universe 
– only on XPLORATION: OUTER SPACE.

factual
44 x 30’

science & 
technology

history & 
civilization

xploration: 
outer space

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Steve Rotfeld Productions

Fox Station Groups

request
screener

HD

*NEW 
EPISODES*

return to “new to catalogue”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i6JIwm4patA&feature=youtu.be
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Xploration%20Outer%20Space%20-%20Screener%20Request
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orphan blackbeing erica killjoys

x company

dramareturn to 
scripted

ready or not



Who hasn’t wished, at least once, for the ability 
to go back in time and do something over? Erica 
Strange has tons of regrets in her young life - so 
many she’s started a list. But when she shares 
her list with her therapist, he undertakes an un-
usual course of treatment.

She is transported back in time and given the chance 
to make different decisions at pivotal moments in 
her life, based on her knowledge of the here and 
now. From first kisses to job interviews, Erica has the 
chance to completely remake her life.

scripted 49 x 60’

drama
live

action

being erica produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Temple Street Productions

CBC

request
screener

HD

return to drama

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BKses0CDmL4&index=1&list=PL-bxNdfi6nkl1UXNj2_7gXtlUvNSiw0iN&t=0s
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Being%20Erica%20-%20Screener%20Request


Killjoys is a sci-fi adventure series that follows a trio 
of interplanetary bounty hunters (a.k.a. Killjoys), who 
are sworn to remain impartial as they chase deadly 
warrants throughout the Quad – a distant system on 
the brink of a bloody, multi-planetary class war.

Leading the team is Dutch, a gorgeous, former assassin 
with a complicated past, her loyal partner John, a wit-
ty, technical wizard with a vulnerable heart; and his es-
tranged brother D’avin, an elite soldier with an expertise 
in combat tactics. Together, these three Killjoys form a 
highly accomplished bounty hunter team, each with dis-
tinct and valuable specialties to offer as they navigate the 
culturally rich, politically complex, and economically po-
larized worlds of the Quad.

scripted 50 x 60’

drama live
action

killjoysproduced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Temple Street Productions

Space, Syfy

request
screener

HD

return to drama

https://vimeopro.com/boatrocker/killjoys/video/214739312
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Killjoys%20-%20Screener%20Request


Sarah is an outsider, orphan and streetwise chame-
leon with a murky past and a tenuous future. When 
she witnesses the suicide of a stranger who looks 
just like her, she assumes “Beth’s” identity, planning 
to clean out her savings and solve all her problems 
with a quick score.

Instead, she stumbles headlong into a kaleidoscopic mys-
tery. Turns out Beth is a cop, and trapped in her life, Sarah 
learns the dizzying truth – they are clones. There’s more 
out there, genetically identical individuals, planted in un-
suspecting birth parents and nurtured in wildly different 
circumstances. They have no idea who created them, or 
why, but they need to find out in a hurry – because an 
assassin is killing them, one by one.

scripted 50 x 60’

drama
live 

action

orphan blackproduced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Temple Street Productions

BBC America, Space

“One of the most
singular, smart and
well-told pieces of
television in recent
years.”
THE GUARDIAN

request
screener

return to drama

HD

https://vimeopro.com/boatrocker/orphan-black/video/214739322
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Orphan%20Black%20-%20Screener%20Request


Ready or Not is a unique collection of  stories 
chronicling the trials and tribulations of grow-
ing up as seen through the eyes of two teenage 
best friends, Busy and Amanda.

Both humorous and heartbreaking, this 30 minute 
drama series captures the wonders of common ad-
olescent experiences. It’s timeless storytelling for 
all generations.

scripted 65 x 30’

drama
live 

action

ready or notproduced by

original broadcaster

Insight Productions

Showtime, Global TV, Disney

request
screener

return to drama

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Ready%20or%20Not%20-%20Screener%20Request


X Company is an emotionally-driven character drama, 
set in the thrilling and dangerous world of WWII espio-
nage and covert operations. It follows the stories of five 
highly skilled young recruits – Canadian, American and 
British – torn from their ordinary lives to train as agents 
in an ultra-secret facility on the shores of Lake Ontario.

The agents parachute behind enemy lines, where they’re 
fair game for torture and execution. From elegant hotels to 
hellholes in the field, it’s one risky operation after another, 
masterminded by the brains of Camp X. Sabotage, bombs, 
rescue operations, deception campaigns and even assassi-
nation, their shining ideals collide with the emotional realities 
of fighting a war where no rules apply.

scripted 28 x 60’

drama live
action

x company produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Temple Street Productions

CBC

request
screener

HD

return to drama

https://vimeopro.com/boatrocker/x-company/video/214739334
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=X%20Company%20-%20screener%20request


billable hours cavendish in the meantime kids in the hall
death comes 
to town

young drunk punk

comedyreturn to 
scripted



At a big law firm in a downtown office tower, a group 
of over-educated twenty-somethings are discovering 
what you can’t learn watching Ally McBeal or The Prac-
tice - being a lawyer sucks. 90+% of law is corporate 
law. And 90+% of corporate law is mind-numbing paper-
work.

Young attorneys are expected to endure 85-90 hour work-
weeks, 50-51 weeks a year - for the rest of what used to be 
their lives. Welcome to the world of Billable Hours. They’re 
smart, they’re trapped and they’re really bored. So what hap-
pens when a group of hyper-intelligent young professionals 
are stuck in an excruciatingly mundane work environment 
for 95% of their waking hours? Well, quite simply, they focus 
their extraneous brainpower on other things. Really - stupid 
- things.

scripted 26 x 30’

comedy
live

action

billable hours produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Temple Street Productions

Showcase

request
screener

HD

return to comedy

https://youtu.be/86a6k1EG8tc
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Billable%20Hours%20-%20Screener%20request


Bickering brothers Andy and Mark left Cavendish 
when their parents split up almost 30 years ago. Now 
they’re back to take care of their ailing father, Rollie, 
but their hometown isn’t quite how they remember 
it. 

Stange customs, bizarre superstitions and odd towns-
folk fuel a different comedic misadventure each week. 
Through it all, Mark remains the golden boy, buoyed by 
the adoration of family and strangers alike, while Andy 
remains the striver, desperate for the love and respect 
he knows he’ll never receive.

scripted 8 x 30’

comedy live
action

cavendishproduced by

original broadcaster

Temple Street Productions

CBC

request
screener

HD

return to comedy

VIEW TRAILER

Be afraid...
Be somewhat 
afraid.

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Cavendish%20-%20Screener%20request
https://vimeo.com/296071101/347f2f8d08


Jazmin “Jazz” Welles is a confident, educated woman 
who thought her path in life was all laid out in front of 
her. But when she loses her job, and her longtime aspir-
ing artist fiancé decides they need to take a six-month 
break from each other before getting married, Jazz los-
es direction.

With her life in turmoil, Jazz is forced to move in with her 
sister and brother-in-law and throws herself into endless 
activities in an attempt to find herself. While volunteering at 
an adult literacy program at a local community center, she 
meets a fellow volunteer, the handsome attorney, Kwame. As 
the two teachers guide each student toward individual suc-
cess, they find themselves personally inspired and drawn 
into an unlikey friendship that surprisingly blossoms.

scripted 1 x 90’

comedy mow

in the meantime produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Bobbcat Films

Up Tv

request
screener

HD

return to comedy

https://youtu.be/kdN9YoA7rZw
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=In%20The%20Meantime%20-%20Screener%20request


When Death gets off the Greyhound bus in small town 
Shuckton, Ontario, everyone in town is implicated when 
one of its most distinguished citizens is found murdered. 
As a suspect is arrested and the trial plays out, the entire 
town is affected and its dark secrets are 
unraveled and exposed.

Famous around the world for their sketch comedy, Death 
Comes to Town features the original five Kids in the Hall, Dave 
Foley, Bruce McCulloch, Kevin McDonald, Mark McKinney, 
and Scott Thompson, in an all-new narrative format. The Kids 
still play all the characters - men and women - all distinctive-
ly quirky, genderbending, boundary-pushing and definitively 
Kids in the Hall.

scripted 8 x 30’

comedy live
action

kids in the hall
death comes to town

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Accent Entertainment

CBC

request
screener

HD

return to comedy

https://youtu.be/0en5zg8X8P0
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Kids%20In%20The%20Hall%20-%20Screener%20request


From the clever and caustic mind of Bruce McCulloch, 
Young Drunk Punk is an original comedy about the trials 
and tragedy of growing up on the fringes of society. It’s 
a rough and hilarious look back at simpler times and a 
complicated age - and at two young rebels determined to 
stay true to themselves, and to fight against the scratchy 

caftan of conformity.

Ian McKay and his best friend Shinky are two young punks 
searching for their great destinies in the back alleys of Calgary 
Alberta, circa 1980. With the help of Ian’s flawed, but loving 
family (father Lloyd, mom Helen, and his outrageously outgo-
ing sister Belinda), Ian and Shinky find new opportunities to 
blow minds every week, exporting their special brand of off-
beat revolution for the 80’s - seeking out love and working to 
change the world, one young drunk punk at a time.

scripted 13 x 30’

comedy
live

action

young drunk 
punk

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Seven 24 Films

CBC

request
screener

Coming of 
age on the
fringes of
society.

HD

return to comedy

https://youtu.be/maxxwqnorvM
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=YDP%20-%20Screener%20request
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Adrenaline presents countless, fast-paced, incred-
ible, real life human experiences of accidents and 
natural disasters through astonishing footage of: 
police chases; stakeouts and raids; extreme ad-
ventures; unbelievable scares and dangerous sit-
uations.

Viewers will be left at the edge of their seats - pu-
pils dilated, adrenaline rushing! Once you have a shot 
of Adrenaline, your heart will not stop racing. The ex-
treme nature of the video footage will get your blood 
pumping and you won’t be able to look away!

factual 13 x 30’

entertainment
current 
affairs

adrenaline produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Mobius Lab Productions

Independent

request
screener

HD

return to factual entertainment

https://youtu.be/NcQ1WGuRYRY
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Adrenaline%20-%20Request%20Screener


factual 12 x 30’

entertainment travel &
adventure

billy goes north produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Proper Television

CMT

request
screener

HD

return to factual entertainment

After taking on the South’s worst critters, North 
America’s favourite exterminator and pest control 
expert, Billy Bretherton has left Louisiana behind. 
Now he’s taking on a new challenge – the biggest, 
baddest pests and wildest animals of the Great 
White North.

From encounters with wolves preying on livestock, to 
battling beavers flooding country roads, to evicting 
porcupines from a home, or wrangling escaped exotic 
animals run amok, Billy’s unconventional and ingenious 
methods, mixed with his hands-on 
approach, always get the job done.

https://youtu.be/JFU3oxFrC_g
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Billy%20Goes%20North%20-%20Request%20Screener


Bulloch Family Ranch chronicles the dramatic ev-
eryday adventures of Julie and Rusty Bulloch – a 
fun loving working-class Florida couple that works 
hard juggling multiple jobs to make ends meet.

Together, they are the proud parents of over 25 kids. 
Only two, Amanda and Brodie, are biological...the rest 
are kids that have lived at the Bulloch Ranch during 
their time of dire need. The Ranch has been a place 
where troubled teens have been welcomed with open 
arms and given a chance to get back on the right track.

factual 15 x 60’

entertainment docu-soap

bulloch family ranchproduced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Peace Point Entertainment

Up TV

request
screener

HD

return to factual entertainment

https://youtu.be/8XNg12jAEhM
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Bulloch%20Family%20Ranch%20-%20Request%20Screener


Carnage is an entertainment show like no other, 
where ordinary vehicles are transformed into ex-
traordinary battle machines.

In the blistering heat of a parched desert, three giant
arenas provide the fantastical playground where these
teams will go bumper-to-bumper in a series of almighty
battles. Each vehicle has one goal - to render its rivals
totally incapacitated.

factual 6 x 60’

entertainment competition

carnageproduced by

original broadcaster

Primal Media, Motion Content Group

Sky 1

request
screener

HD

return to factual entertainment

VIEW TRAILER

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Carnage%20-%20Request%20Screener
https://vimeo.com/367854717/c42d3c22ef


DON’T BLINK takes viewers inside the world of un-
derground street magicians as they perform for 
and mesmerize onlookers, including stars from fa-
vorite films and television shows.

This docu-series features some of the greatest mas-
ters of magic in the world who have expertly crafted 
the nuanced sleight of hand and understand what it 
takes to wow their fans. For the first time, these re-
nowned magicians will stun and amaze without the 
veil of secrecy—uncut and unfiltered.

factual 23 x 30’

entertainment magic

don’t blinkproduced by

original broadcaster

Associated Television International

Science Channel

request
screener

HD

return to factual entertainment

VIEW TRAILER

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Don%27t%20Blink%20-%20Request%20Screener
https://vimeo.com/365287553/9278e4b165


Escape or Die! is a thrilling half-hour documenta-
ry series unlike anything seen before on televi-
sion. This show takes viewers behind the bright 
lights of the main stage and roaring crowds into 
professional escape artist Dean Gunnarson’s cra-
zy, unique life as he prepares nail-biting escapes 
that threaten his life.

Each half-hour episode will focus on Dean preparing 
for a REAL new stunt that he will perform in a major 
metropolitan centre across the globe. The overall arc: 
has Dean gone too far this time? Will he pull off the 
escape?

factual 12 x 30’

entertainment travel &
adventure

escape or die! produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Peace Point Entertainment

OLN

request
screener

HD

return to factual entertainment

https://youtu.be/P4Q0euTuu20
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Escape%20or%20Die%20-%20Screener%20request


It’s anything but “just junk” for twohardworking, po-
lar opposite junk removers. For John “The Hammer” 
Netherway and his assigned partner Chris Chew, the 
potential thrill of a good find ensure that every day is 
an adventure.

They may drive each other crazy, but without each oth-
er it would just be another dirty job. And together, they 
are unstoppable. Tackling nearly impossible removals on 
every job, these unlikely kings in the empire of trash are 
always on the hunt for the next big junk jackpot. Hammer 
and Chew never know what they’re in for junk-wise, but 
each removal has a story to tell. It’s a unique and often 
shocking glimpse into what lays behind the closed doors 
of curious characters.

factual 10 x 30’

entertainment general
lifestyle

hammer & chew produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Peace Point Entertainment

CMT

request
screener

HD

return to factual entertainment

https://youtu.be/NQZhN06lU6Y
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Hammer%20and%20Chew%20-%20Screener%20request


Heavy Lifting is a new series that follows the intense 
lives of mobile crane operators as these rugged men 
and women make their living performing precision lifts. 
Day in and day out, these operators hoist massive loads 
and place them on a dime without a single scratch. It 
takes precision, control and one-minded focus. A sin-
gle mistake could prove disastrous, but these opera-
tors are up to the challenge.

In each episode, Heavy Lifting follows three crane compa-
nies over the course of a season. Their mission: to move tons 
of weight into place as quickly as possible without tipping 
over, snapping the boom or dropping their load. And with 
every crane in their fleet representing a huge investment, 
balancing the company books means every jobs counts.

factual 10 x 60’

entertainment docu-soap

heavy liftingproduced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Mountain Road Productions

Historia

request
screener

HD

return to factual entertainment

https://youtu.be/KuCWo1cVBlg
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Heavy%20Lifting%20-%20Screener%20request


Welcome to High Tech Rednecks – a documen-
tary series that follows the massive builds and 
high-octane antics of the Critter Gitters Hunting 
Equipment Company.

Owner Bob Woodcock and his merry band of red-
neck mechanics construct and modify some of the 
most badass vehicles on the planet, complete with lift 
kits, machine gun mounts, hot tubs and stripper poles; 
if you can dream it, Bob can build it!

factual 8 x 60’

entertainment docu-soap

high tech rednecksproduced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Shark Teeth Films

Discovery

request
screener

4K

return to factual entertainment

https://youtu.be/xCXYWhVYDKs
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=High%20Tech%20Rednecks%20-%20Screener%20request


Viewers follow a new and unconventional team of 
investigators who use the paranormal to solve the 
world’s most enduring crimes and mysteries.

On each episode, this rapid response team takes on a 
cold case in a different country. Each investigation is mo-
tivated by recent paranormal activity happening at lo-
cations tied to heinous villains and serial killers and the 
gruesome events that once took place there. The team 
explore the horrific backstories of these cases with on the 
spot research, and meeting with experts and witnesses 
who have experienced terrifying paranormal occurrenc-
es connected to each tragedy and site.

factual 6 x 30’

entertainment paranormal

killer contact produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Pilgrim Media Group

Syfy

request
screener

HD

return to factual entertainment

https://vimeo.com/359792144/cc7fa10a33
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Killer%20Contact%20-%20Screener%20request


Last Stop Garage is a funny, characterdriven docu-se-
ries set in North West River, Labrador that follows the 
backwoods mechanical wizardry at CRB Automotive. By 
necessity of being very remote, the CRB mechanics are 
ingenious “MacGyvers” who get creative with what limit-
ed supplies, tools, and parts are on hand. They can’t wait 
for – or afford – shiny new supplies to be shipped across
the wilderness. They have to get’er done, “Labrador-style.”

Each half-hour follows the staff of CRB as they tackle one 
uniquemechanical project that keeps the garagein business, 
and the village moving. Each project becomes a multi-part 
mission that weaves through the local fabric of Labrador life. 
Just as the community relies on the CRB garage and conve-
nience store, the mechanics rely on the eccentric locals for 
wisdom, parts, and a helping hand. 

factual 24 x 30’

entertainment automotive

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Proper Television

Discovery

Not just
the last stop…
the only stop.

request
screener

last stop 
garageHD

return to factual entertainment

https://vimeo.com/325511966/3f0d486b5b
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Last%20Stop%20Garage%20-%20Screener%20request


Beneath the saltwater rivers of South Carolina, fos-
sil hunters brave the black water for a prize unlike 
any other - Megalodon teeth.

These million-year-old prehistoric shark teeth are  
worth a small fortune, and ambitious divers are willing 
to put themselves in great danger to pull them out of 
muddy riverbeds. The rivers are fierce, and the com-
petition even fiercer.

factual 1 x 60’

entertainment documentary

low country raiders produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Shark Teeth Films

Discovery

request
screener

HD

return to factual entertainment

https://youtu.be/4NHWj54wx9E
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Low%20Country%20Raiders%20-%20Screener%20request


Orange County Choppers is a docu-reality series that fol-
lows Paul Teutul Sr. (“Senior”) and his team of custom 
motorcycle mechanics.

As they reach new extremes that result in mind-blowing 
bikes, it also results in state-of-the-art drama. Known for his 
mustache, tattooed biceps and sleeveless t-shirts, Senior has 
been in the custom motorcycle business for decades, build-
ing a company that has risen from humble beginning to a 
world-famous empire.

factual 8 x 60’

entertainment automotive

produced by

original broadcaster

Pilgrim Media Group

Discovery, TLC

request
screener

orange county 
choppers

return to factual entertainment

VIEW TRAILER

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Orange%20County%20Choppers%20-%20Screener%20request
https://vimeo.com/367854794/b674759a14


RocketJump Studios, created by video effect maestro 
Freddie Wong, has built a massive loyal and dedicat-
ed fan base on YouTube thanks to their whimsical vid-
eo shorts that feature dazzling movie-style special ef-
fects.

RocketJump: The Show! is an action comedy series that 
follows the RocketJump production team as they create 
and release video shorts that feature elaborate action se-
quences from Hong Kong-style wire work to Western horse 
races. The show is a little bit behind-the-scenes, a little bit 
action comedy extravaganza, and ideally a lot of heart.

factual 8 x 30’

entertainment docu-series

rocketjump: 
the show

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Hulu & Lionsgate

Hulu

request
screener

HD

return to factual entertainment

https://vimeo.com/359792057/83a05d914e
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Rocketjump%3A%20The%20Show%20-%20Screener%20request


It’s unlike any auction block you’ve ever seen; massive 
industrial equipment scavenged from sites across the 
globe—a collection of the biggest, baddest, heaviest 
machinery in the world. Thousands of pieces of heavy 
iron up for grabs to the right buyer and with no re-
serve bid—the pressure to sell is high.

Selling Big follows the Ritchie Brother’s, the colourful auc-
tioneers who run this impressive operation. You’ve got 
to be good at what you do to move that volume of mer-
chandise, especially when the average item on the auction 
block weighs more than a house. The machinery, the mon-
ey, the stakes, the personalities – everything is on a grand 
scale in the world of Ritchie Brother Auctions. It’s a world 
of Selling Big and it’s getting bigger every day.

factual 26 x 30’

entertainment docu-soap

selling big produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Mountain Road Productions

Cottage Life

request
screener

HD

return to factual entertainment

https://youtu.be/2Sv2BFml86Q
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Selling%20Big%20-%20Screener%20request


Robert Hall is obsessed with pop culture from 1980s 
and 1990s, and other collectors are obsessed with 
him.

Owner and operator of his Tuscon-based store, Gen-
eration Cool, Slobby buys, sells and trades his dope 
collection which includes luxury leather bags, jerseys, 
sneakers, toys, games and jewelry. From the rare 90’s 
bootleg to the sickest original merch, Slobby’s got it! 
This Prince of Pop knows his stuff and is always on 
the hunt for the next great find. Welcome to Slobby’s 
World!

factual 12 x 30’

entertainment reality

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Complex Networks

Go90.com

request
screener

slobby’s world
HD

return to factual entertainment

https://youtu.be/P3ksIOmoKLw
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Slobby%27s%20World%20-%20Screener%20request


Our team of rednecks...known as MNNTHBX...are 
a group of engineers and a former marine who 
transform everyday scooters, motorcycles, golf 
carts, go carts, shopping carts - whatever - into 
mechanical miracles.

These boys work hard to one-up each other with in-
sane, one-of-kind ideas for each build until they feel 
like they’ve turned the project up to eleven. Whether 
they’re supercharging a boring scooter or turning a 
Penny bike into a million-dollar bike...these roadie en-
thusiasts are full of out of the box ideas that for them...
are all in a days work.

factual 8 x 30’

entertainment reality

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Complex Networks

Go90.com

request
screener

throttle rockets
HD

return to factual entertainment

https://youtu.be/16VWWxzVGZM
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Throttle%20Rockets%20-%20Screener%20request


How hard is it to do some of the toughest, oddest, most 
dangerous tasks on the planet? Andrew Younghusband 
(Don’t Drive Here, Canada’s Worst Driver) finds out first-
hand as he delves into the world of terrifying heights, 
extreme sports, tough trades, small spaces and strange 
hobbies.

Younghusband’s wild quest takes him into the dangerous, weird 
and just plain crazy, as he meets people driven by passion, who 
do jobs and partake in pastimes that often look impossible. But 
are they? In each episode, with minimal training, Younghusband 
struggles to keep up with the pros as they explain what they 
do, while showing him the ropes. From working as a window 
cleaner on a dauntingly high skyscraper and wing walking on 
a bi-plane in mid-air, to attempting the skateboard half pipe to 
riding a bull in the rodeo ring, nothing is too scary or obscure 
for Younghusband to try at least once.

factual 22 x 30’

entertainment travel & 
adventure

tougher 
than it looks?

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Proper Television

Discovery

How hard
could it be?

request
screener

4K

return to factual entertainment

https://youtu.be/gf2p9s3dsJk
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Tougher%20Than%20It%20Looks%20-%20Screener%20request


Unexplained: Caught on Camera is an entertainment 
clip show that shines a light on the truly remarkable 
and unexplainable footage captured 
every day by the general public.

Whether it’s poltergeist activity caught on a mobile phone, 
a ghostly apparition that manifests on CCTV or a mythical 
creature captured on the dashcam of a car, our team of 
specialists will provide their expert opinion as they try to 
explain the seemingly unexplainable. For every alien hoax 
or bizarre animal video, there’s a UFO sighting or creature 
capture that is simply too baffling, too realistic, or perhaps
even too scary to laugh off.

factual 18 x 60’

entertainment paranormal

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Back2Back Productions

UKTV

request
screener

unexplained: 
caught on cameraHD

return to factual entertainment

https://vimeo.com/325512068/b7c1fc947e
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Unexplained%3A%20Caught%20on%20Camera%20-%20Screener%20request


Steve Darnell is a larger-than-life autopro who builds 
crazy one-of-a-kind cars out of the junk the rest of us 
leave behind....they’re called Rat Rods, it’s a car culture 
catching fire and Steve’s holding the matches. An expert 
picker, Steve finds hidden treasure buried in junkyards, 
farmers’ fields and swap meets. Then he assembles those 
bizarre pieces into rolling works of autoart.

In each episode of Vegas Rat Rods, Steve and his team will 
build a new car for a demanding client in less than 5 days and 
they’ll do it entirely out of junk. Steve has built a reputation as 
one of the best fabricators in the world. But can he turn this 
bizarre talent into a profitable business? It’s a wild ride – good 
thing Steve has a team that specializes in wild rides!

factual 42 x 60’

entertainment automotive

vegas rat rods produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Proper Television

Discovery

The wildest
rat rods
known to
man.

request
screener

HD

return to factual entertainment

https://youtu.be/o4h8yYujyQ0
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Vegas%20Rat%20Rods%20-%20Screener%20request


Wicked Tuna takes us into the unrelenting North At-
lantic waters to follow captains who are relied upon by 
their families and their shipmates to haul in boatloads 
of the large but elusive blue fin tuna.

The pressure to deliver is unforgiving – the fishing sea-
son is short and tuna populations are dwindling – but one 
catch can reel in just as large of a payday.

factual 100 x 60’

entertainment wildlife

wicked tuna produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Pilgrim Media Group

National Geographic

It all starts with a 
sound... 
the sound of a pay 
check on the line. 

request
screener

HD

return to factual entertainment

https://vimeo.com/359791828/20b162c12b
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Wicked%20Tuna%20-%20Screener%20request


In this spin-off of Wicked Tuna, Bluefin tuna fisher-
men venture to North Carolina’s treacherous fishing 
grounds, the Outer Banks, where they battle for the 
ocean’s most lucrative prize.

In addition to offering an inside look at one of America’s 
oldest industries, WTOB also sheds light on important is-
sues surrounding the fate of the Bluefin Tuna.

factual 51 x 60’

entertainment wildlife

wicked tuna: 
outer banks

produced by

original broadcaster

Pilgrim Media Group

National Geographic

request
screener

HD

return to factual entertainment

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Wicked%20Tuna%20Outer%20Banks%20-%20Screener%20request


Get ready for the most gripping, adrenaline-filled, 
nail biting reality footage available today. Over 
thousands of hours of extreme video action, 
ranging from high-speed pursuits and violent 
gang shootouts to nerve-racking rescues, out-
of-control fires and much more!

Captured on the spot by the fearless cameraman 
of RMG News, one of the world’s most successful 
news video gathering organizations, the exclusive 
XRC footage delivers thousands of provocative high 
octane clips that you cannot find anywhere else.

factual 78 x 30’ 

entertainment documentary

xrc:extreme 
reality clips

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Mobius Lab Productions

UniMas

request
screener

HD

return to factual entertainment

https://youtu.be/Vd3B_2sCxF4
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=XRC%20Extreme%20Reality%20Clips%20-%20Request%20Screener


nail filesmonica the medium music city

realityreturn to 
factual

real designing
women



Twenty-one-year-old Monica Ten-Kate is just like any 
other college girl, juggling schoolwork, friends, boys 
and dating.

There’s just one thing out of the ordinary...she also talks to 
the dead. Monica’s unique gift allows her to connect with 
a variety of interesting people in unique and organic real 
world situations, and ultimately to help them find resolution 
and peace.

factual 20 x 30’

reality paranormal

monica 
the medium

produced by

original broadcaster

Trooper Entertainment

Freeform

request
screener

HD

VIEW TRAILER

return to reality

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Monica%20the%20Medium%20-%20Screener%20request
https://vimeo.com/367854772/2abc559fe2


Music City, from famed executive producer Adam DiV-
ello (The Hills, Laguna Beach), follows a group of young 
adults entering the next chapter of their lives while chas-
ing dreams of success, fame and romance in Nashville.

Faced with real choices that carry real stakes for their ca-
reers, their relationships and their futures, they must navi-
gate the rocky road on the journey of self-discovery.

factual 18 x 30’

reality music

music city produced by

original broadcaster

Done and Done Productions & Lionsgate

CMT

Navigating the 
rocky road on the 
journey to self 
discovery.

request
screener

HD

VIEW TRAILER

return to reality

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Music%20City%20-%20Screener%20request
https://vimeo.com/367854883/486099f1fd


Centering on the always colorful escapades of 
Katie Cazorla, the high-spirited entrepreneur 
owns and operates the celebrity-filled salon The 
Painted Nail.

This series gives viewers an inside look at Katie’s 
fastpaced life in Hollywood as a businesswoman, nail 
industry trend-setter and bride-to-be.

factual 16 x 30’ 

reality celebrity

nail filesproduced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

495 Productions

TVGN

request
screener

HD

return to reality

https://vimeo.com/359792111/bacbc33544
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Nail%20Files%20-%20Request%20Screener


Informative, emotionally charged and highly en-
tertaining, Real Designing Women is a fast paced, 
access-driven, behind-the-scenes account of life 
in the fabulous lane.

Four of the most successful female interior designers 
working in North America today, Dee Dee Taylor Eus-
tace (Toronto) Lori Dennis (L.A.) Jennifer Flanders and 
Nina Freudenberger (NYC) lead us on a fun, fascinat-
ing and completely real jaunt through everything and 
anything design and decorating related (real design-
ers, real clients, real everyone) – it’s their world and 
we’re welcome to it.

factual 10 x 30’

reality design

real designing womenproduced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Firvalley Productions

HGTV

request
screener

HD

return to reality

https://youtu.be/qk3bESHM7po
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Real%20Designing%20Women%20-%20Screener%20request


redemption inc.ice racer showdown last car standing

competitionreturn to 
factual

air sex battle of the 
blades

full metal jousting hellevator

kicking & screaming

the wave



Brace yourselves for your new comedy ob-
sessions – Air Sex Championships – the com-
petition where it’s all about making love to 
NOTHING at all.

Taking its cue from the much loved world of Air 
Guitar, Air Sex Championships features wild and 
out characters in hilarious and outrageous stage 
performances as they try to make it to the grand 
finale to claim the $10,000 grand prize and the 
title of greatest living airsexual!

factual 5 x 30’

competition format

air sexproduced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Matador Content

MTV

request
screener

HD

return to competition

https://vimeo.com/360885416/2adda8eeb0
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Air%20Sex%20-%20Screener%20request


Hosted by Ron MacLean, Battle of the Blades is an ex-
citing series that teams top figure skaters with some of 
the most daring and versatile hockey stars.

These unlikely duos face-off against one another each week 
in a pairs figure skating performance that tests their techni-
cal skills, grace, stamina and showmanship, all while bringing 
attention to their various Canadian charities. The expert pan-
el of judges this season will offer comments on each pair’s 
performance and together with the television audience will 
cast votes for their favourite pair. 

factual 8 x 60’

competition sports

battle 
of the blades

produced by

original broadcaster

Insight Productions

CBC

See what happens 
when two worlds 
collide.

request
screener

HD

VIEW TRAILER

return to competition

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Battle%20of%20the%20Blades%20-%20Screener%20request
https://vimeo.com/367854370/34f603ae9d


A maverick group of fighters compete for top 
honors in the most dangerous competition in
history.

Far from the contrivances of the Renaissance Fair, 
this is authentic, full-contact jousting. Gone is the 
traditionalm armor, replaced by state-of-the-art 
protective gear. Each week’s episode features 
full-contact trials and preparations that will ulti-
mately determine the champion-king of the
joust.

factual 10 x 60’

competition sports

full metal 
jousting

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Pilgrim Media Group

History

request
screener

HD

return to competition

https://vimeo.com/359792316/a664f084b5
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Full%20Metal%20Jousting%20-%20Screener%20request


Hellevator is a new horror-themed game show that 
dares contestants to survive a series of challenges from 
the depths of an abandoned warehouse. The show is 
a perfect blend of team play, unique challenges, and 
good old-fashion frights.

In each episode, a team of three friends rides a “hellevator” 
into various haunted game levels designed with chilling re-
ality. One player must get out on each floor to conquer a 
terrifying challenge in order to earn money for the team. 
However, if they don’t make it back in time, the elevator 
moves on without them. Horror film icons Jen and Sylvia 
Soska, aka the “Twisted Twins” act as our hosts and pup-
pet-masters, and pull the strings throughout the game, tak-
ing delight in the mayhem and screams they cause along 
the way.

factual 12 x 60’

competition horror

hellevator
original broadcaster

Matador Content, Blumhouse Productions

Game Show Network

request
screener

HD

VIEW TRAILER

return to competition

produced by

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Hellevator%20-%20Screener%20request
https://vimeo.com/365287876/9e0306e1d9


Ice Racer Showdown is an exciting series 
featuring everyday people battling each oth-
er on ice covered obstacle courses and race 
tracks.

In this adrenaline-fuelled adventure, happy hock-
ey moms duel with tormented taxi drivers and 
tough-talking truckers. But when the pedal hits 
the metal, it is not just a battle against each other 
because they must also brave the brutal arctic 
conditions. Ice and egos are the great equalizers 
in this clash to prove who is best.

factual 12 x 60’

competition entertainment

ice racer showdownproduced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Corkscrew Media Inc.

CMT

request
screener

HD

return to competition

https://youtu.be/59Q6KoBVgso
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Ice%20Racer%20Showdown%20-%20Screener%20request


KICKING & SCREAMING is a survival competition 
series teaming expert survivalists with pampered 
partners to face the toughest race of their lives.

The unlikely duos must overcome wild animals, rag-
ing rivers, brutal hunger, and extreme weather in a 
high-stakes race. To win the competition, the surviv-
al experts will need to drag their partners “kicking & 
screaming” to the finish line.

factual 8 x 60’

competition adventure/
survival

kicking & 
screaming

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Lionsgate

Fox

request
screener

HD

return to competition

Welcome to 
the jungle.

https://vimeo.com/359792222/85aa6175f3
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Kicking%20%26%20Screaming%20-%20Screener%20request


Last Car Standing pits the owners of extraordi-
narily lousy cars against each other in an esca-
lating series of intense driving contests.

In the space of each one hour show, we put five 
drivers through four high-impact elimination rounds 
until we’re left with the sole car-vivor. The stakes? 
The driver of the last car standing gets a $10,000 
upgrade. Or, they can pass on the ten grand for 
a chance to compete in our playoff episode for a 
complete $50,000 automotive resurrection! And for 
the losers? Each eliminated beater will get impaled 
in front of its owner’s eyes on our massive Spike of 
Shame.

factual 8 x 60’

competition entertainment

last car standing produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Proper Television

Discovery

request
screener

HD

return to competition

https://youtu.be/Et7tQsMtObM
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Last%20Car%20Standing%20-%20Screener%20request


Redemption Inc. is a business meets documentary 
show where a group of ex-offenders are given an op-
portunity of a lifetime – to set up their own business 
under the guidance of Dragon’s Den headliner and 
multi-millionaire businessman Kevin O’Leary.

Kevin believes many ex-criminals have the entrepreneur-
ial skills to succeed in business and he’s willing to invest 
$100,000 in the one who can prove it. The process will 
take its course through a series of tough and revealing 
challenges and tasks. Every participant will experience a 
life-changing journey and ultimately a single ‘winner’ will 
emerge. That ex-offender will walk away with Kevin’s fi-
nancial backing and an amazing new opportunity to run 
their own business.

factual 9 x 60’

competition entertainment

redemption inc. produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Proper Television

CBC

request
screener

HD

return to competition

https://youtu.be/0aTLR8MNblM
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Redemption%20Inc%20-%20Screener%20request


A quiz like you’ve never seen before, THE 
WAVE mixes sun, sea, surf…and stacks of cash.

The main host stays firmly on the beach with one 
half of a couple, while the other braves the ocean 
surf and puts their fate in the hands of the ele-
ments as they attempt to reach a series of pon-
toons further and further out to sea. Waiting on 
each pontoon is a question: get it right, then hard 
cash goes in the swimmer’s money belt. But get 
it wrong, lead weight goes in instead…They only 
win the money if the swimmer makes it back to 
their partner on the shore in time.

factual 5 x 60’

competition adventure/
survival

the waveproduced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Primal Media

W Channel UK

request
screener

HD

return to competition

https://vimeo.com/359791952/5218279ac4
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=The%20Wave%20-%20Screener%20request


vintage tech hunters

science & technologyreturn to 
factual

xploration: 
awesome planet

xploration: 
DIY sci

xploration: 
nature knows best

xploration: 
outer space

impossible science living colourcoded world inventions that shook 
the world



Algorithms are everywhere today, infiltrating all as-
pects of our lives, and using big data to change how 
we live on a daily basis. And this is just the beginning 
of the algorithmic age. 
Anjan Sundaram, author, journalist and mathematician, 
travels the world meeting people designing this code and 
people affected by this algorithmic revolution. Algorithms 
are the building blocks for almost all advanced technol-
ogy today, from Amazon shopping recommendations to 
the most sophisticated artificial intelligence.  We see how 
this code is making and taking our choices; affecting the 
fate of nations and the freedom of individuals; being used 
to create virtual beings, communities and worlds, and ul-
timately changing who we are and what we will become 
in tomorrow’s world. 

factual 4 x 60’

science & 
technology docu-series

coded worldproduced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Peddling Pictures

Channel News Asia

request
screener

return to science & technology

HD

https://vimeo.com/366574081/c3e7b3c382
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Coded%20World%20-%20Screener%20request


On IMPOSSIBLE SCIENCE, World Champion of Magic 
and Science Curator Jason Latimer showcases how 
breakthrough innovations in technology and science 
are realizing ideas once thought only possible as sci-
ence fiction and fantasy.

Jason brings concepts like invisibility, levitation, and te-
lepathy to life through mind-bending illusions with ev-
eryday people on the street. He then meets with experts 
at companies like Argonne National Laboratory, Google 
Brain, NASA Space Works, Hyperloop and others, who are 
achieving these extraordinary feats of fantasy in real life 
with applied sciences.

factual 10 x 10’

science & 
technology

short form

impossible 
science

produced by

original broadcaster

Lionsgate

Comic-Con HQ

request
screener

HD

return to science & technology

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Impossible%20Science%20-%20Screener%20request


From the airplane to the DNA fingerprint, 
science, history and pop culture come under 
the spotlight in this thrilling chronicle of the 
20th Century’s greatest inventions. 

Go on a decade-by-decade voyage of discovery 
through life-changing inventions; like the radio 
that made the world smaller; the machine gun that 
made it more dangerous; or the parking meter that 
made it more expensive.

factual 10 x 60’

science & 
technology pop culture

inventions that 
shook the world

produced by

original broadcaster

Proper Television

request
screener

HD Discovery Channel

return to “new to catalogue”

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Inventions%20that%20Shook%20the%20World%20-%20Screener%20Request


Living Colour features scientists who are fascinated 
by how we experience colour and extraordinary peo-
ple who see colour in remarkable ways. 

This documentary studies how colour vision develops in 
infants, the attempts to discover a cure for colour blind-
ness, and a further understanding of the phenomenon 
known as synesthesia. It goes furher to also look into a 
cross-wiring of the senses in which colour and sound 
become connected. Living Colour takes an in-depth look 
at the science behind a remarkable phenomenon that is 
so often taken for granted – colour.

factual 1 x 60’

science & 
technology

documentary

living 
colour

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Curious Features

CBC

request
screener

HD

return to science & technology

The science 
of sight.

https://vimeo.com/366574066/1d0f092369
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Living%20Colour%20-%20Screener%20request


We’re all so preoccupied with the ‘Next Big Thing’ in 
tech, most of us don’t realize that the real treasures are 
hiding in our basements, attics and closets! Vintage 
Tech Hunters features charismatic retro-tech-collect-
ing duo, Bohus (“Bo”) and Shaun, who’ve turned their 
obsession with obscure technology into 
a thriving and lucrative business.

They’re constantly looking for rare and nostalgic technol-
ogy: because to the right collector, those items are worth 
a fortune! From original Nintendo Gameboys selling for 
hundreds of dollars, to the ultra-rare computer chips from 
the Hubble telescope worth millions – Bo and Shaun are 
out to find it all.

factual 14 x 30’

science & 
technology

pop
culture

vintage tech
hunters

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Crooked Horse Productions

Discovery

request
screener

return to science & technology

4K

https://vimeo.com/296072285/83418ab0a8
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Vintage%20Tech%20Hunters%20-%20Screener%20request


Join host Philippe Cousteau, grandson of the 
legendary Jacques Cousteau, as he explores the 
most spectacular places – on the earth, inside the 
earth, and above the earth – in this riveting earth 
science 
series.

Hike perilous glaciers, dive into the mysterious re-
cesses of our oceans and soar high above the earth’s 
clouds to reveal the supernatural science that makes 
our world go round – only on Xploration Awesome 
Planet! 

factual 44 x 30’

science
& tech

wilderness

xploration: 
awesome planet

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Steve Rotfeld Productions

Fox Station Groups

request
screener

HD

return to science & technology

https://youtu.be/DZLSXnoK9eI
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Xploration%3A%20AP%20-%20Screener%20request


In this new series, YouTube star Steve Spangler, 
known for his accessible approach to science, is 
busting the myth that unforgettable experiments 
can only be done by big shots in lab coats!

This how-to, magazine format mash-up comes to-
gether in a dazzling visual display that is as informa-
tive as it is entertaining. Part hands-on experiments, 
part real-world investigation, Xploration DIY SCI is 
the pop-science show that proves to curious minds 
everywhere that sometimes the best laboratory… is 
the world around you!  

factual 44 x 30’

science & 
technology

pop
culture

xploration: 
DIY sci

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Steve Rotfeld Productions

Fox Station Groups

request
screener

HD

return to science & technology

https://youtu.be/ydYgvUfJ20I
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Xploration%3A%20DIY%20Sci%20-%20Screener%20request


Host Danni Washington, self-proclaimed  “eco-
geek” and marine biologist, is out to prove that 
nature is the MOTHER of all inventors. In this new 
science series, discover the latest and greatest 
scientific revolutions inspired…from evolution!

From how snake biomechanics help us navigate small 
spaces to how gecko feet are helping our future mil-
itary walk up walls, Xploration Nature Knows Best will 
examine how scientists, engineers and innovators in 
every field are taking their cues from nature to create 
the world’s most amazing inventions and advance-
ments.

factual 26 x 30’

science & 
technology wilderness

xploration: 
nature knows best

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Steve Rotfeld Productions

Fox Station Groups

request
screener

HD

return to science & technology

https://youtu.be/7f1eybj38Os
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Xploration%3A%20NKB%20-%20Screener%20request


Join host Emily Calandrelli, aerospace expert and 
former NASA employee, as she takes viewers on 
an out-of-this-world journey to unlock the mys-
teries of space.

Visit top-secret research facilities; meet the minds 
searching beyond our solar system for life and go 
inside NASA’s most elite astronaut training facilities 
to reveal the many ways scientists are looking to the 
stars to uncover the answers to our universe – only 
on Xploration Outer Space!

factual 44 x 30’

science & 
technology

history & 
civilization

xploration: 
outer space

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Steve Rotfeld Productions

Fox Station Groups

request
screener

HD

return to science & technology

https://youtu.be/i6JIwm4patA
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=xploration%3A%20outer%20space%20-%20Screener%20request


hell in the hearland secrets of a 
psychopath

justice for mlk under the influence

crimereturn to 
factual



Hell in the Heartland: What Happened to Ashley and 
Lauria?, sheds new light on a fascinating mystery 
that has stumped investigators for 20 years.

This four-part investigative documentary series explores 
a harrowing and unique missing persons case that is 
currently evolving into a much larger story of unsolved 
murder, and allegations of cover-up and corruption in 
Oklahoma. Crime author and investigator Jax Miller and 
former police investigator Sarah Cailean intrepidly re-
search the confounding case of Lauria Bible and Ashley 
Freeman, two teenagers who disappeared in December 
1999.

factual 4 x 60’

crime docu-series

hell in the heartland
what happened to ashley and lauria?

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

CNN Productions

HLN

request
screener

HD

return to crime

Cold case, 
new flames.

https://vimeo.com/352952840/fbe57a1f73
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Hell%20in%20the%20Heartland%20-%20Screener%20request


Justice For MLK: The Hunt for James Earl Ray pres-
ents an original, suspenseful look at the crime and 
investigation that forever changed the course of his-
tory. This documentary tells the remarkable story of 
the assassination of Martin Luther King Jr. and the 
desperate search for his killer.

To this day, this search remains one of the biggest, most 
extensive manhunts ever conducted, and the first to use 
forensic techniques. With never-before-revealed details
about the hunt through new interviews, this documenta-
ry follows local, federal and international investigators ev-
ery step of the way as they partake in the ultimate game 
of cat-and-mouse to hunt down one of the most wanted 
men in history.

factual
1 x 90’ 

or
2 x 45’

crime
history &

civilization

justice for MLK:
the hunt for james earl ray

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Cream Productions

ABC

request
screener

HD

return to crime

https://vimeo.com/241095573/9b23426802
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Justice%20for%20MLK%20-%20Request%20Screener


In August 2012, three fishermen chanced upon a 
most unusual cache of intimate sex toys, abandoned 
in a reservoir situated just south of Dublin, Ireland.

In three gripping instalments, Secrets of a Psychopath 
takes the viewer through the many coincidences, twists 
and turns of the investigation, uncovering an obsessive 
and unconventional relationship which ultimately ended 
in tragedy. Dark and disturbing text messages reveal a 
psychopath who groomed his trusting victim under the 
guise of extreme sadomasochistic practice and, more 
alarmingly, demonstrate the bloodlust obsessions of the 
killer as well as the level to which his victim was willing 
to acquiesce. 

factual 3 x 60’

crime docu-series

secrets of a 
psychopath

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

CBS Reality & Peninsula Television

CBS Reality

request
screener

HD

return to crime

The truly terrifying 
is often just under
the surface.

https://vimeo.com/359792364/bbb7792fe1
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Secrets%20of%20a%20Psychopath%20-%20Screener%20request


A celebrity scandal can be the undoing of even the shin-
iest Hollywood star. But behind every famous meltdown 
is a mess of destructive friends, unfortunate circum-
stances and bad choices that enable the crash.

Welcome to Under the Influence - a series that explores the 
bad influences that send celebrities down the wrong path. 
In each one-hour episode we investigate two infamous star 
scandals with a fresh perspective; looking at the negative in-
fluences and the contributing factors that lead to the wildest 
celebrity downfalls of all time. Celebrity profiles include: Amy 
Winehouse, Prince, George Michael, Cory Monteith, Chris 
Farley, Britney Spears, Heath Ledger, John Belushi, Lauryn 
Hill, Lindsay Lohan, Philip Seymour Hoffman, River Phoenix.

factual 6 x 60’

crime pop culture 

under the 
influence

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Essential Media Canada

Reelz

request
screener

HD

return to crime

https://youtu.be/iTPCAvTHZuw
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Under%20the%20Influence%20-%20Screener%20request


blood & fury:
america’s civil war

hardcore heroescursed bloodlines

mysterious earth secret life of...history in the making

history & civilizationreturn to 
factual

battlefront: 
WWII road to victory



The fiercest battles of WWII come to life as never 
seen before in this stunning collection of one of 
the most powerful epics of history. Actual foot-
age from all sides of the war in colour.

This documentary series takes you behind enemy 
lines and to the front lines of the tumultuous cam-
paigns of the Atlantic, Mediterranean and Pacific the-
aters where the soldiers, sailors and airmen fought in 
the most defining time in the history of the modern 
world.

factual 40 x 30’

history &
civilization

docu-series

battlefront:
WWII road to victory 

produced by

original broadcaster

Tri-Crown Productions

Independent

request 
screener

return to history & civilization

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Battlefront%20WWII%20-%20Screener%20request


This landmark docudrama series chronicles the 
definitive story of one of the most extraordinary 
and bloodiest chapters in American history.

To tell this incredible tale, we are immersed inside 
six of the most significant battles - Bull Run; Antie-
tam; Fredericksburg; Gettysburg; Nashville; and Pe-
tersburg. Personal stories illuminate both the big-
ger themes and revel in the smaller, little known and 
surprising elements of this brutal, hellish conflict.

factual 6 x 60’

history &
civilization

docu-series

blood & fury
america’s civil war

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Cream Productions

AHC

request
screener

HD

return to history & civilization

https://youtu.be/S5BGiuiGsO8
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Blood%20and%20Fury%20-%20Screener%20request


Ancient evil or Accident? Supernatural or Circum-
stance? Tragedy or Curse?

Cursed Bloodlines explores the dark histories of prom-
inent families that appeared to have had it all. Yet gen-
erations of family tragedy and misfortune suggest that 
not even money or power could protect these doomed 
dynasties. From royal families spanning centuries, to 
billionaire business tycoons and their clans, Cursed 
Bloodlines examines real life historical instances of 
tragically illfated bloodlines. Could the source of their 
misfortune be pride, wealth, or genetics? Or could it 
be something much more sinister?

factual 13 x 30’

history &
civilization documentary

cursed 
bloodlines

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Mobius Lab Productions

AWE

When
bad luck
is a family
affair.

request
screener

HD

return to history & civilization

https://youtu.be/h6RcKnlP4wE
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Cursed%20Bloodlines%20-%20Screener%20request


Forget about the almost superhuman movie heroes who 
dodge bullets and take out the bad guys. In the six-part 
series Hardcore Heroes, we’ll show you who the real he-
roes are! Each one hour episode will feature two adren-
aline-packed stories of real-life courage and self-sacri-
fice.

Think Chuck Yeager, the fearless pilot who broke thesound 
barrier; Jack Pritchard, New York City’s most decorated fire-
fighter; or John Keller, the marine who rescued victims during 
Hurricane Katrina. From iconic war heroes to technological 
wizards, to brave men and women who risked their lives or 
turned the tide of battle, everystory will focus on the coolest 
tactics, the biggest gambles and the riskiest maneuvers that 
saved the day or changed the world.

factual 6 x 60’

history &
civilization

documentary

hardcore heroesproduced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Proper Television

History, AHC

request 
screener

HD

return to history & civilization

https://youtu.be/8GltOT_aDBU
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Hardcore%20Heroes%20-%20Screener%20request


Across the nation and around the world, there are craftsmen 
who are creating unique items using the same methods from 
decades, centuries, even millennia in the past. These growing 
number of experts are producing handcrafted goods which 
are astonishingly beautiful, tough as nails and coveted the 
world over. The process of watching them work is not just 
fascinating: it also gives us a dynamic, living glimpse back in 
time to see how some of the most significant items in history 
were made.

In each 30-minute episode, History in the Making vividly pres-
ents the process – using the original techniques – in the recre-
ation of three items of historical importance. Combining the joy of 
discovering how things are made with the fascinating historical 
facts that surround them; this is the show that truly reveals His-
tory in the Making. The second series goes further afield to film 
exceptional craftsmen in North America and Europe.

factual 26 x 30’

history &
civilization

documentary

history in the 
making

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Crooked Horse Productions

Discovery

Recreating
history one
unique item
at a time.

request
screener

4K

return to history & civilization

https://youtu.be/x51Iuv8qWv0 
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=History%20In%20The%20Making%20-%20Screener%20request


Mysterious Earth invites viewers to uncover the 
earth’s secrets, explore ancient architecture and 
hunt for hidden tombs and lost civilizations!

Mysterious Earth, will uncover layer by layer, the 
world’s most mysterious locations, histories and phe-
nomenon’s. Based on the latest facts, theories and 
discoveries from todays historians, scientists and an-
thropologists, this series will reveal shocking new in-
sights into the things you thought you knew about 
the world!

factual 13 x 30’

history &
civilization

documentary

mysterious 
earth

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Mobius Lab Productions

Independent

Discovering
Earth’s
unexplained
secrets.

request
screener

HD

return to history & civilization

https://youtu.be/PeRINxwKdIY
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Mysterious%20Earth%20-%20Screener%20request


Secret Life Of...is a cheeky and provocative new 
biography series that deliciously dishes dirt on 
icons of the past.

Think Napoleon, Catherine the Great, and Casanova. 
Then take the visual appeal of Entertainment Tonight, 
throw in a little Monty Python humour, and subject it 
all to rigorous historical accuracy. The result? A rare 
glimpse into the world of the rich, famous and scan-
dalous. Did Henry VIII really please all those wives? 
Did Napoleon come up short in more ways than one? 
And how did Marie Antoinette navigate her way to 
the bathroom?

factual 14 x 30’

history &
civilization

pop
culture

secret life of... produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Proper Television

History

request
screener

HD

return to history & civilization

https://youtu.be/3r5fu6K_acU
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Secret%20life%20of%20-%20screener%20request


7 days in hell don’t drive here

true north calling

awesome adventures

sheltered

tapping in 

body hack

travel & adventure
return to 
factual

japan authentic

jason down under lifestyle advocates love ventures  
& tokyo

my time for 
hong kong

stopover way out west



7 Days in Hell follows amateur survivalists Brett 
Rogers and Cliff Quinn as they re-live actual his-
torical worst-case scenarios in four locations 
around the world – the Yukon, Roatan Island in 
the Caribbean, Manitoba in the depths of winter 
and the southern Arizona desert.

Filming the entire journey themselves, each one-
hour episode will chronicle Brett and Cliff’s treach-
erous voyage as they pit themselves against histo-
ry’s toughest men. Over seven days, Brett and Cliff 
are left entirely on their own. They only use period 
accurate gear, wardrobe and weapons – no modern 
tools or equipment.

factual 4 x 60’

travel &
adventure

history &
civilization

7 days in hell produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Proper Television

History

request
screener

HD

return to travel & adventure

https://youtu.be/5fqx1r-u1tM 
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=7%20Days%20in%20Hell%20-%20Request%20Screener


This travel and adventure series takes teens on 
incredible journeys all over the world to experi-
ence a wide range of destinations and diverse 
activities.

The team of teenage correspondents visit locations 
in the United States and abroad to exhibit the beauty 
of nature and the people who inhabit each destina-
tion...

factual 92 x 30’

travel &
adventure sports

awesome adventuresproduced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Steve Rotfeld Productions

US Syndicated

request 
screener

HD

return to travel & adventure

https://youtu.be/veXqLWsBgHI
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Awesome%20Adventures%20-%20Request%20Screener


Adventurer Todd Sampson is on a mission to investigate 
some of the most extraordinary people on the planet to see 
what we can all learn from their lives. To truly understand 
them, he will not only walk in their shoes, he will hack into 
their world using science as his guide. This is the story of 
human potential and how our mind and body can adapt to 
almost anything.

In this series, Todd lives as a hunter-gatherer in Tanzania, con-
fronts his fear of open water to free dive and stride across the 
sea floor in Borneo and overcomes injury to train with the notori-
ous French Foreign Legion deep in the tropical jungle of French 
Guiana. He faces extreme challenges with the Matsés of the Am-
azon, sadhu holy men of India, and the Kazakh Eagle Hunters of 
Mongolia. Each episode will highlight a unique aspect of human 
physiology and psychology, including cold adaptation, chronic 
stress, spatial awareness, pain tolerance and heat duress.

factual 12 x 60’

travel &
adventure

science &
technology

body hackproduced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Essential Media & Entertainment

Network Ten, Discovery

Investigating the 
most extraordinary
people on the 
planet.

request
screener

HD

return to travel & adventure

https://youtu.be/RHz6Jdwvy0c
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Body%20Hack%20-%20Request%20Screener


In this gutsy documentary series, host Andrew Younghus-
band discovers the perils and pitfalls of driving in cities 
that have the worst traffic in the world. This series takes us 
into the vehicular mayhem of Delhi, Mexico City, Bangkok, 
Lima, Manila and Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia, Ho Chi Minh City, 
Rome, Nairobi, La Paz, Port-au-Prince, and Sao Paulo.

Each one-hour episode features Andrew learning from the lo-
cals -- taxi drivers, truckers, and motorcyclists -- who show 
him how to navigate and survive in their unique traffic chaos. 
In cities where most people would hop on a tour bus, Andrew 
bravely jumps into the driver’s seat. From navigating in a rick-
ety truck to making harrowing deliveries on scooters, Andrew 
learns the ropes on all manner of bizarre vehicles, making Don’t 
Drive Here a high-octane journey into the heart of each city.

factual 12 x 60’

travel &
adventure entertainment

don’t drive here produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Proper Television

Discovery

request
screener

HD

return to travel & adventure

https://youtu.be/hglCKhzQ34c
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Don%27t%20Drive%20Here%20-%20Request%20Screener


Discover the nature of Japan where dramatic hills, 
mountain valleys, thatched roof farmhouses and 
coastal boathouses are the backdrop to a scenic 
and authentic experience.

In this series, lifestyle video creator and culinary en-
thusiast, Erwan Huessaff explores the road less trav-
elled in cities such as Iiyama, Hida, Noto, Sasayama, 
Ine and Tanabe. Enjoy the first-hand experience on 
harvesting, cycling through paddy fields and catching 
your own seafood.

factual 2 x 30’

travel &
adventure

food

japan authentic produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Life Inspired Original Production

Life Inspired

request
screener

HD

return to travel & adventure

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL-bxNdfi6nkkSFvROWx3Qoghod9ZqxRfA
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Japan%20Authentic%20-%20Request%20Screener


“Jason Down Under” is a travel series that re-
defines the meaning of vacation.

The list of places to go and things to do is endless: 
from paranormal hunting at Port Arthur, exclusive 
helicopter ride over Lady Elliot Island, chocolates 
tasting at Yarra Valley, bread baking at Oatlands 
Mill, Opera House visit, to up-close-and-person-
al touch with the Australian wildlife at Animal En-
counters Exhibit. Uncover the depths and hidden 
treasures of Australia unlike any other travel show 
with Jason Godfrey!

factual 7 x 30’

travel &
adventure food

jason down underproduced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Life Inspired Original Production

Life Inspired

request
screener

HD

return to travel & adventure

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r-MHhHRtRJs&feature=youtu.be
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Jason%20Down%20Under%20-%20Request%20Screener


Delve into a riveting journey through the eyes 
of astounding Asian personalities in “Lifestyle 
Advocates”.

Live and breathe the pulse of six of Asia’s most in-
spiring cities, as we take you to a unique journey 
to discover what shakes and moves each city.

factual 6 x 30’

travel &
adventure

style

lifestyle advocates produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Life Inspired Original Production

Life Inspired

request
screener

HD

return to travel & adventure

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fWjLFXKpGwQ&feature=youtu.be
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Lifestyle%20Advocates%20-%20Request%20Screener


Breath-taking mountain arrays. Stunning san-
dy coasts. Discover beautiful hidden gems in
Tokyo and enjoy the perfect getaway with ce-
lebrity couple, Anthony and Jocelyn Sand-
strom in “Love Ventures & Tokyo”.

Embrace an escapade outside the bustling To-
kyo city centre and take in postcard-worthy land-
scapes of the greens of Mother Nature along the 
way. Be sure to keep up with this series as the 
audacious Sandstrom couple are always on the 
move, be it walking, climbing, cannoning and even 
snorkelling!

factual 2 x 30’

travel &
adventure lifestyle

love ventures & 
tokyo

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Life Inspired Original Production

Life Inspired

request
screener

HD

return to travel & adventure

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z836tzEY89s&feature=youtu.be
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Love%20Ventures%20%26%20Tokyo%20-%20Request%20Screener


Discover a never-seen-before side of Hong 
Kong, charting the distinctive vibrant sights, 
sounds, and exhilarating experiences.

factual 1 x 30’

travel &
adventure lifestyle

my time for 
hong kong

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Life Inspired Original Production

Life Inspired

request
screener

HD

return to travel & adventure

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=szcCWeDJOwk&feature=youtu.be
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=My%20Time%20for%20Hong%20Kong%20-%20Request%20Screener


Sheltered is a half-hour television series that 
spans the globe exploring fascinating homes of 
indigenous communities and the ways people 
build them. Of all the essential needs that human 
beings have, shelter must surely be the one that 
opens itself to the widest variety of expression.

In each episode, our carpenter will roll up his sleeves 
to join a crew in erecting a home using local, indige-
nous construction methods. He’s an expert in contem-
porary North American building techniques so we’ll 
be fascinated and amused to see him try his hand 
at insulating a home in Africa with elephant dung, or 
cutting bamboo with a machete.

factual 4 x 30’

travel &
adventure

home reno &
property

sheltered produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Mountain Road Productions

APTN

request
screener

HD

return to travel & adventure

https://youtu.be/ixwJK0aJvLM
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Sheltered%20-%20Request%20Screener


Get set for an exclusive brand-new stopover!

The long-running signature travel series returns! Join 
our hosts as they stop over fascinating cities: Switzer-
land, Seoul, Bangkok, Shanghai, Jakarta, Penang, to un-
cover the DNA of the culture and people in these very 
special cities.

factual 11 x 30’

travel &
adventure lifestyle

stopoverproduced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Life Inspired Original Production

Life Inspired

request
screener

HD

return to travel & adventure

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=niqNc7MRQCk&feature=youtu.be
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Stopover%20-%20Request%20Screener


Tapping In: The Happiest People and Places is an 
award winning hour-long travel adventure program 
that showcases how people find happiness through 
the experiences of a charismatic host. Linda Swain 
travels to exotic and exciting locations like Austra-
lia, New Zealand, South Africa, India, Bhutan as well 
as U.S. destinations like Memphis, Cannery Row 
and Philadelphia to uncover stories that make your 
heart sing.

Over the course of each hour-long program, viewers 
experience a destination within a theme and as the sto-
ry unfolds, featured guests entertain and enlighten with 
messages to put in our pocket that are sure to make 
you feel happier.

factual 8 x 60’

travel &
adventure

general
lifestyle

tapping inproduced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Swain Entertainment

US Syndicated

request
screener

HD

return to travel & adventure

https://youtu.be/MOeQZV9hZRI
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Tapping%20In%20-%20Request%20Screener


This immersive docu-series reveals the North in 
an entirely new, modern and surprising way. It 
follows one season in the lives of several young, 
dynamic Arctic dwellers carving out a life for 
themselves and their families on the frozen tun-
dra.

We follow the daily dramas as each deals with unfor-
giving terrain, unpredictable weather, hunting, guid-
ing, fishing, and farming, travelling by snowmobile 
and dog sled, and mixing traditional ways with mod-
ern technology, all while making a living in Canada’s 
most spectacular and treacherous environment.

factual 6 x 30’

travel &
adventure

docu-series

true north callingproduced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Proper Television

CBC

request
screener

HD

return to travel & adventure

https://youtu.be/EpdWvq4KVWc
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=True%20North%20Calling%20-%20Request%20Screener


The Youren, Bullock and Korell families all run 
rival outfitting businesses, taking clients deep
inside the country’s last great wilderness for 
tracking, fishing, rafting, horse riding and camp-
ing trips.

Way Out West follows these three charismatic, en-
gaging families as they compete to lead the best 
excursions, survive their various family shenanigans 
and participate in local festivals and time-honored 
traditions. From guiding city-dwellers who would 
otherwise lose their way to rescuing the families’ 
own lost cattle, these men and women of the back-
country live surprisingly relatable lives, facing ev-
eryday family situations like raising kids and finding 
love in the last remnants of the Wild West.

factual 21 x 30’

travel &
adventure

docu-reality

way out west produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Rogue Atlas Productions & Lionsgate

truTV

request
screener

HD

return to travel & adventure

https://vimeo.com/365125544/6a9b7db294
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Way%20Out%20West%20-%20Request%20Screener


wildlife
return to 
factual

you’re called what?!

killer instinctsanimal science wild about animalsgrizzly man



How can a Cheetah run 60 miles/hour? Why does 
a Blue Whale consume 1.5 billion calories (7000 
pounds of food) per day?

These are the types of questions explored on ANI-
MAL SCIENCE, an entertaining and unique half-hour 
animal series nominated for a Daytime Emmy Award. 
It doesn’t just display animal behavior, it tells you WHY 
and HOW animals behave as they do. 

factual 26 x 30’

wildlife science &
technology

animal science produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Steve Rotfeld Productions

Syndicated

request
screener

HD

return to wildlife

https://youtu.be/5f3WI6QvxvI 
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Animal%20Science%20-%20Request%20Screener


In this mesmerizing documentary film, acclaimed 
director Werner Herzog explores the life and death 
of amateur grizzly bear expert and wildlife pres-
ervationist Timothy Treadwell, who lived unarmed 
among grizzlies for 13 summers.

Pieced together from Treadwell’s actual video foot-
age, this documentary examines how Treadwell be-
lieved he had bridged the gap between human and 
beast and what drove him to live among a tribe of wild 
grizzly bears on an Alaskan reserve. However, when 
one of the bears he loved and protected tragically 
turns on him, the footage he shot serves as a window 
into our understanding of nature and its grim realities.

factual 1 x 120’

wildlife documentary

grizzly man produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Lionsgate, Discovery Docs

Animal Planet

request
screener

return to wildlife

https://vimeo.com/359792186/228a6134ef
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Grizzly%20Man%20-%20Request%20Screener


Whether it’s on land, in the air or under water, surviv-
al is a daily battle between fierce forces in the animal 
kingdom. In Killer Instincts, we’ll explore the world’s 
most interesting and deadly predators, how they in-
teract with one another and how they use the ele-
ments around them as well as their own instincts to 
not only survive, but thrive. 

From lush jungle floors that so easily disguise danger-
ous cats, to the venomous predators lurking in remote 
swamps, to rocky mountain peaks and their acclimatized 
hunters - our impactful, high quality footage and engag-
ing narration immerses the viewer in the savage arena of 
the world’s deadliest animals. It’s sure to be a wild ride!

factual 13 x 30’

wildlife clip

killer instinctsproduced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Mobius Lab Productions

Independent

request
screener

return to wildlife

https://vimeo.com/325659295/7fd2b5b57f
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Killer%20Instincts%20-%20Request%20Screener


Hosted by Emmy Award winning actress, Mariette 
Hartley, Wild About Animals travels the globe to 
bring viewers fascinating stories. 

Watch the march of the penguins in the Arctic, a 
spectacular safari to Africa, or an amazing visit to the 
Australian Outback. Whether it’s a story about the 
mysterious creatures of the ocean, or a tale of the 
critters in our own backyard, this series offers the 
best in family-friendly programming.

factual 20 x 30’

wildlife travel &
 adventure

wild about animals produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Steve Rotfeld Productions

Syndicated

request
screener

HD

return to wildlife

https://vimeo.com/326844986/deca8b229f
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Wild%20About%20Animals%20-%20Request%20Screener


What do the Chinstrap Penguin, the Chicken Tur-
tle, and the Monkeyface Prickleback have in com-
mon? The clue’s in the title. They all have funny 
names! You’re Called What investigates a wide 
array of animals with odd, wacky and unusual 
names, and gives us insight into their amazing 
lives!

Is it just a scientist having a laugh? Actually it’s based
on amazing attributes such as their unique physical 
characteristics, distinctive behaviours, specific sur-
vival instincts, evolutionary features, their particular 
habitats and locations around the world.

factual 13 x 30’

wildlife clip

you’re called 
what?!

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Wild Bear Entertainment

Discovery Australia & New Zealand

request
screener

HD

return to wildlife

https://vimeo.com/296072429/6e1270d5ab
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=You%27re%20Called%20What%21?%20-%20Request%20Screener


chef michael’s kitchen

food truck face off

chef at large

get stuffed the inn chef

bake with anna olson

inspired with 
anna olson

fresh with 
anna olson

dining innvasion

late nite eats

foodreturn to 
factual

food pop

mary’s kitchen crush

continue for more...

savour australiapure japan a quest for stars



foodreturn to 
factual

the village feasttaste bangkok tastemakersseoul extreme seoul refined



Prestigious pastry chef Anna Olson, showcases 
her delectable world of baking mastery, from muf-
fins to meringue and from cream cake to crois-
sants in this tantalizing instructional series.

Like your favourite professor in college, Anna’s kitch-
en wit and wisdommakes learning enjoyable and en-
tertaining. Each episode, Anna focuses on a founda-
tion baking skill and builds on it, taking viewers on an 
exciting learning curve from beginner baker to mas-
ter. In beloved Olson style, Anna adds the icing on 
the cake with personal anecdotes, touches, tips and 
tricks. The series promises to deliver a go-to reper-
toire of excellent recipes for all skill levels.

factual 100 x 30’

food
general 
lifestyle

bake with 
anna olson

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Peace Point Entertainment

Food Network

request
screener

From baking
beginners to soufflé 
superstars, 
anyone can gain the 
confidence and skill 
to bake like a pro!

4K

return to food

https://youtu.be/soHKEq5RYds
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Bake%20with%20Anna%20Olson%20-%20Request%20Screener


Chef At Large is an all-access back stage pass to 
the fast-paced hidden world of chefs and cuisine. 

One of TV’s most loved chefs, Michael Smith is on an 
adventure of a lifetime as he travels to meet other 
fascinating chefs, investigate their amazing kitchens 
and document their unique and challenging worlds. 
From one of the largest cruise ships in the world to a 
look behind the courts with the NBA’s Toronto Rap-
tors, Chef Michael Smith is on a culinary quest.

factual 65 x 30’

food travel &
adventure

chef at large produced by

original broadcaster

Cellar Door Productions

Food Network

request
screener

return to food

VIEW TRAILER

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Chef%20at%20Large%20-%20Request%20Screener
https://youtu.be/aeB7sdNW7do


Chef Michael Smith is going back to basics with a twist! 
Welcome to his kitchen where he’ll share his favorite 
home-style recipes, ingredients and cooking techniques 
while stirring in freestyle ideas that’ll add a twist or two 
to your cooking. See how easy it is to impress yourself 
in your own kitchen because once you know the rules, 
you’ll know where you can break them!

In each episode of Chef Michael’s Kitchen, Chef Michael cooks 
basic dishes familiar to every home cook while sharing free-
style alternative twists that explore new flavours, methods, and 
ingredients. Filmed entirely in his actual home kitchen, Chef 
Michael’s Kitchen is an instructional cooking series focused 
on Chef Michael’s signature approach to cooking; once you 
understand the basics behind a dish you can then stir your 
own personality into your cooking!

factual 28 x 30’

food
general
lifestyle

chef michael’s 
kitchen

produced by

original broadcaster

Cellar Door Productions

W Network

request
screener

HD

return to food

VIEW TRAILER

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Chef%20Michael%27s%20Kitchen%20-%20Request%20Screener
https://youtu.be/TzwLQ3D0gws


The food at any resort can make or break the 
stay. Thanks to travel blogs and online review 
sites, guest opinions spread further and carry 
more weight than ever before.

In Dining Innvasion, desperate resort owners in need 
of a menu revamp and dining room make over call on 
Chef Victor Barry and event planner Rebecca Wise 
to rejuvenate their business. Can these two experts 
save their business owner clients? After all, the din-
ing experience – good or bad – can make the differ-
ence between an inn or resort surviving the season 
or shutting down – food permanently.

factual 13 x 30’

food home reno
& property

dining innvasion produced by

original broadcaster
HD

VIEW TRAILER

General Purpose Entertainment

Cottage Life

request
screener

return to food

https://youtu.be/oWnH-i-fm6o
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Dining%20Innvasion%20-%20Request%20Screener


This entertaining series brings to light the vari-
ous aspects of popular foods that are consumed 
worldwide and how their recipes change in each 
region or country.

From hot dogs to pop-corn, from chocolate to tacos, 
the series highlights how these famous creations 
were born and evolved to what we know and how 
they impact our culture as inspiration for art, jewelry 
and even amusement parks.

factual 13 x 30’

food pop culture

food popproduced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Mobius Lab Productions

Independent

request
screener

HD

return to food

https://youtu.be/h6RcKnlP4wE 
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Food%20Pop%20-%20Request%20Screener


In Food Truck Face Off - hosted by Jesse Palmer 
- four teams duke it out for the ultimate prize – 
their very own customized food truck for one full 
year.

First, they pitch their food truck ideas to our panel 
of expert judges. Then the judges select the top two 
teams who will get to move on to put their concepts 
to the test for two frenzied days of selling. The dream 
will become a reality for only one team - which one 
of our dreamers has what it takes? Get ready for one 
wild ride to find out.

factual 14 x 60’

food competition

food truck 
face off

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Peace Point Entertainment

Food Network

request
screener

HD

return to food

https://youtu.be/FyEgIpiePcM
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Food%20Truck%20Face%20Off%20-%20Request%20Screener


Join chef Anna Olson in this half hour cooking 
show which takes this well-known and loved 
personality into the delectable realm of her 
very own food world. 

In each episode, Anna invites viewers into the 
comfort of her country home and creates unique 
meals using her mantra “eat fresh, eat local”. Watch 
and learn as Anna prepares three scrumptious 
recipes for special local events – all with the same 
clarity, ease and serenity that has made her a 
household name.

factual 65 x 30’

food
health &
wellness

fresh with 
anna olson

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Peace Point Entertainment

Food Network

request
screener

HD

return to food

https://youtu.be/EGnG63NypZs
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Fresh%20with%20Anna%20Olson%20-%20Request%20Screener


Crazy competitions, mammoth meals & outland-
ish characters...Welcome to the world of Get 
Stuffed!!

Each week, two fearless competitors go head-to-head 
in extreme competitions at bizarre festivals across 
North America. From Quebec’s Greased Pig Races to 
Georgia’s Redneck Games, Get Stuffed takes view-
ers places they’ve never gone before! They’ll also 
get a taste of some of the biggest, hottest, and most 
outrageous food each region has to offer! Bragging 
rights for the winner, a punishment meal for the los-
er, and pure excitement for viewers!

factual 13 x 30’

food travel &
adventure

get stuffed produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Worldwide Bag Media

W Network

request
screener

HD

return to food

https://youtu.be/NC8faEMD2QU
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Get%20Stuffed%20-%20Request%20Screener


Brilliant and inspirational, The Inn Chef is like 
nothing you’ve ever seen. The knowledgeable 
and quick-witted approach engages fans of all 
ages, all types of cooking backgrounds, and 
even the most discerning palates!

The show’s appeal comes from the charisma and 
skill of world class Chef and Host Michael Smith. 
The live energy of the working country restaurant, 
the simple but elegant dishes and the scenic beau-
ty of the story locations all contribute to a show 
leaving you hungry for more.

factual 65 x 30’

food
general
lifestyle

the inn chefproduced by

original broadcaster

Cellar Door Productions/Ocean Entertainment

Food Network

request
screener

return to food

VIEW TRAILER

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=The%20Inn%20Chef%20-%20Request%20Screener
https://youtu.be/K5ltadXgGPw


A chef’s training never ends, so while Chef Anna Olson 
is a master of the pastry world and a distinguished 
chef, she is constantly exploring the world for new 
culinary knowledge.

In this series, Anna is out to learn the range of signature 
dishes throughout Southeast Asia so she can adapt the 
techniques, ingredients and full spectrum of flavors that 
each has to offer in her kitchen. Anna’s unforgettable cu-
linary journey will take her from street food stalls to high-
end restaurants, where she will learn directly from local 
cooks and chefs. Anna then returns home inspired by 
the dishes she encounters and creates her own 
delicious new recipes.

factual 10 x 30’

food travel &
adventure

inspired
with anna olson

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Peace Point Films

Food Network

request
screener

4K

return to food

https://youtu.be/EfTGp5XVte4
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Inspired%20with%20Anna%20Olson%20-%20Request%20Screener


In each episode of Late Nite Eats, Chef Jordan 
Andino, visits a brand new city for just one night 
to tour three exceptional restaurants that reign 
supreme in the late night food scene!

Each one is cooking up something truly spectacular and 
revolutionizing what it means to dine out after dark. Jor-
dan will meet these passionate chefs in their kitchens 
as they cook up their late night specialties, mingle with 
energetic diners and ultimately taste the most popular 
and delicious dishes that each city has to offer after 
dark. In season 2, Jordan visits cities including: San An-
tonio, Boston, Calgary, Halifax, Denver, Washington DC, 
and Philadelphia.

factual 26 x 30’

food travel &
adventure

late nite 
eats

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Crooked Horse Productions

Cooking Channel

The best places 
to eat when 
most people go 
to sleep. 

request
screener

4K

return to food

https://youtu.be/aQV0k2F5lLY 
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Late%20Nite%20Eats%20-%20Request%20Screener


For Mary Berg, (Masterchef Canada Season 3 winner), cook-
ing and baking has long been the best way for her to express 
love to the people in her life. In each episode of Mary’s Kitch-
en Crush, she demonstrates her culinary skill and creativity 
with 3 to 4 original recipes – inspired by someone who has 
made a meaningful impact on her life. The resulting meal acts 
as an edible love letter for family members and close friends. 

Each dish is motivated by a story, and is always connected back 
to Mary’s special guest. Memories of family trips to South Carolina 
spur a Southern feast; joie de vivre fuels a French-themed menu 
when Mary and a friend dream of jetting off to Paris. Mary even 
tackles tradition  with her own festive take on holiday favourites. 
Whether it’s a birthday, anniversary, a sports game, or just ex-
pressing gratitude for a loved one, Mary’s Kitchen Crush is chock-
full of recipes for every occasion. 

factual 30 x 30’

food general 
lifestyle

mary’s kitchen
crush

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Proper Television

CTV

request
screener

return to food

HD

https://vimeo.com/325659312/64f693a3cb
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Mary%27s%20Kitchen%20Crush%20-%20Request%20Screener


Celebrated as the Best 150 Gourmand Mas-
ter Chefs of the World, Andre Chiang visits the 
Land of The Rising Sun—Japan with his dear 
local friend Yuki Aoi, a famed sake analyst and 
food connoisseur.

From there, the duo travels along prefectures Ja-
pan, in search of the freshest seasonal produce to 
craft irresistible culinary creations, reinterpreting 
Japanese cuisine, Andre Chiang-style. Get ready 
for “Pure Japan”, a mouth-watering delectable 
quest, all refreshing and pure!

factual 2 x 30’

food travel & 
adventure

pure japanproduced by

original broadcaster

Life Inspired Original Production

Life Inspired

request
screener

return to food

VIEW TRAILER

HD

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Pure%20Japan%20-%20Request%20Screener
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rxyz3FyMxGY&feature=youtu.be


In 2008, the famed Michelin Guide made its de-
but in both Hong Kong and Macau. Since then, the 
guide has been the source of much controversy 
and questions abound: Are Michelin reviewers bi-
ased towards Western restaurants?

Do Michelin stars truly matter to the 51 Hong Kong 
and Macau restaurants selected? The two-part host-
ed series will answer many of the questions via inter-
views with world famous chefs, prominent food critics, 
bloggers, and Michelin star recipients.

factual 2 x 30’

food docu-series

a quest for stars produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Life Inspired Original Production

Life Inspired

request
screener

return to food

HD

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vkuXx_zGrvI&feature=youtu.be
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=A%20Quest%20For%20Stars%20-%20Request%20Screener


Join Jason Godfrey in “Savour Australia” as he 
travels across the Australian outdoors in search
of good food and good company.

Jason is set to unravel the delectable beauty of the 
country’s unique foodscape and wine culture with 
a strong focus on its endless bounty of local prod-
ucts and indigenous produce per state or territory. 
Across states and cities, Jason checks out restau-
rants, eateries, farms and vineyards amongst oth-
ers; meeting up with restaurateurs, artisans, wine-
makers and farmers.

factual 7 x 30’

food travel & 
adventure

savour australiaproduced by

original broadcaster

Life Inspired Original Production

Life Inspired

request
screener

return to food

VIEW TRAILER

HD

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Savour%20Australia%20-%20Request%20Screener
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H74Ok_2B7Bk&feature=youtu.be


“Seoul Extreme”, is a travelogue series exposing the 
flavours, sights and sounds of Seoul, as seen through 
the eyes of Michelin-starred molecular gastronomy 
chef, Alvin Leung. 

Go on an urban journey with Alvin as he tries famous street 
foods and other famous Korean delicacies. Then, see as he 
uses his unique extreme molecular techniques and extreme 
culinary expertise to deconstruct new dishes inspired by 
his culinary journey in Seoul, all in order to amaze and adapt 
to his local tasters’ buds.

factual 4 x 30’

food travel & 
adventure

seoul extreme produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Life Inspired Original Production

Life Inspired

request
screener

return to food

HD

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dMbn-yjVCUA&feature=youtu.be
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Seoul%20Extreme%20-%20Request%20Screener


Engross in this scrumptious gourmet journey 
as the Demon Chef Alvin Leung has returned to
Seoul!

This time, he pairs up with local celebrity chef and 
restaurateur Matthew Chung to taste and revel 
in Seoul’s finest flavours at top kitchens and food 
haunts. Plus, join along as Alvin and Matthew meet 
up with top chefs, fabulous cooks and savvy food-
ies to learn their culinary traditions, personal sto-
ries, inspirations and what marks thegastronomic 
scene in Seoul to rank amongst the world’s finest.

factual 4 x 30’

food travel & 
adventure

seoul refinedproduced by

original broadcaster

Life Inspired Original Production

Life Inspired

request
screener

return to food

VIEW TRAILER

HD

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Seoul%20Refined%20-%20Request%20Screener
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q5m2VN-lKDg&feature=youtu.be


Another culinary adventure inviting viewers to 
experience the exquisite cuisines of the capital 
city of Thailand in “Taste Bangkok”.

Join host, Thai actor Ananda Everingham as he dis-
covers, dines and speaks to the culinary masters on 
what inspires them, where their favourite haunts are, 
what makes Bangkok tick as Asia’s culinary hub and 
the diversity of cuisine served at fine dining spaces 
and on street tables. Be sure to catch the inspiring 
stories from Asia’s top chefs.

factual 2 x 30’

food travel & 
adventure

taste bangkok produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Life Inspired Original Production

Life Inspired

request
screener

return to food

HD

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JcBaRpSZVtw&feature=youtu.be
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Taste%20Bangkok%20-%20Request%20Screener


“Tastemakers” explores the ambitious journey 
across the regional music scene, film industry,
food art and fashion featuring personalities 
from Singapore, Indonesia and Malaysia.

These entrepreneurs have taken considerable ini-
tiative and risk to fulfil their dreams and actualise 
their aspirations by pushing new frontiers.

factual 9 x 30’

food fashion/style

tastemakersproduced by

original broadcaster

Life Inspired Original Production

Life Inspired

request
screener

return to food

VIEW TRAILER

HD

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Tastemakers%20-%20Request%20Screener
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mFKnzmsehUc&feature=youtu.be


Chef Michael Smith knows all about making a dif-
ference through food! Four years ago, Chef Mi-
chael and his community created a fundraiser - 
The Village Feast. 

Its goal was to raise $30,000 to build one school 
cookhouse in rural Kenya. Four years later, The Vil-
lage Feast has become an annual event, building four 
school cookhouses and changing the lives of 1200 
Kenyan children.

factual 1 x 60’

food documentary

the village 
feast

produced by

original broadcaster

Cellar Door Productions

Food Network

request
screener

HD

return to food

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=The%20Village%20Feast%20-%20Request%20Screener


return to 
factual home renovation & property

all for nothing best of 
holmes on homes

blood, sweat, & tools canada’s handyman 
challenge

colin & justin’s 
cabin pressure

colin & justin’s
street swap

esther extraordinaire handyman superstar
challenge

holmes + holmes holmes in new orleans

continue for more...

holmes on homesholmes inspection holmes makes it right: 
retooled

inspiring homes i wrecked my house



real designing women

reno, set, go!

home renovation & propertyreturn to 
factual

continue for more...

junk raiders mike holmes:
behind the overalls

mike’s ultimate garagemaking house

yukon for saleweekend renoshotgun reno



One part design transformation series, and one part 
fast-paced real estate drama, All For Nothing? is a one 
hour TV series that pits homeower against homeown-
er in a competition to ready their neglected homes 

for sale.

The catch? They have to do it all for nothing. Motivation 
is high, as the two sets of homeowners are competing for 
a money-saving prize: the commission-free listing ser-
vices of top real estate agent and host, Paul Rushforth. 
Jam-packed full of ideas and tips from top notch design-
er, Penny Southam, and solid real estate advice from Paul 
Rushforth, each episode will inspire budget strapped 
homeowners to take on the challenge of achieving pro-
fessional pre-listing make-overs.

factual 39 x 60’

home reno & 
property

general
lifestyle

all for nothing? produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Mountain Road Productions

W Network

request
screener

HD

return to home renovation & property

https://youtu.be/x0qfObnJTxc
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=All%20for%20nothing?%20-%20Screener%20request


After seven seasons of Holmes On Homes, Mike 
Holmes has seen - and fixed - almost everything 
a house can throw at a family. 

In this 13-part collection, Best of Holmes On Homes 
highlights some of the most challenging, head-scratch-
ing, heart-wrenching jobs Mike and his crew took on 
over seven seasons. Whether it’s a collection of the 
scariest basement stories or horror stories from the 
kitchen, Best of Holmes On Homes offers the best of 
the worst in home renovations and what Mike had to 
do to fix them.

factual 13 x 30’

home reno
 & property

general
lifestyle

best of 
holmes on homes

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Make it Right Releasing

HGTV

request
screener

HD

return to home renovation & property

https://youtu.be/05uSKTHEFkQ
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Best%20of%20Holmes%20on%20Homes%20-%20Screener%20request


Blood, Sweat & Tools is a lively new competition se-
ries that features five of the worst home renovating 
couples as they compete for a major cash prize! But 
this is not your everyday Handyman show: our Mr. 
and Ms. Fix-It Wannabes test their skills – and each 
other – to the breaking point.

If you’ve ever engaged in a DIY project with a partner, 
you’ll appreciate the hilarity – and even hostility (!) – that
ensues. Over eight episodes, the five couples battle it out
to become ‘the most improved’. Challenge winners are 
crowned each week, and in a special ninth episode, our
judges determine the big winners in front of a live studio
audience! 

factual 9 x 60’

home reno & 
property

competition

blood, sweat 
& tools

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Proper Television

Discovery

request
screener

HD

return to home renovation & property

https://youtu.be/AcxennPdIbo
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Blood%20Sweat%20and%20Tools%20-%20Screener%20request


Canada’s Handyman Challenge hits the road on a na-
tionwide search for the best everyday handyman with 
a $25,000 prize up for grabs.

Contestants are put through rigorous challenges to test 
their handyman skills. Teaming up as judges are Scott 
McGillivray (Income Property), Bryan Baeumler (House 
of Bryan) and Paul Lafrance (Decked Out). The ultimate 
handyman and guest judge Mike Holmes (Holmes on 
Homes) will join our judges in the finale to crown a win-
ner.

factual 26 x 30’

home reno & 
property competition

canada’s handyman 
challenge

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Firvalley Productions

HGTV

request
screener

HD

return to home renovation & property

https://youtu.be/2QRZa74bUQo
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Canada%27s%20Handyman%20Challenge%20-%20Screener%20request


In Colin & Justin’s Cabin Pressure, Colin McAl-
lister and Justin Ryan, the worlds most outra-
geous decorating duo, put their skills to use 
renovating their very own second home.

In this makeover series, Colin and Justin trans-
form their lakeside fixer-upper cabin into a ru-
ral sanctuary worthy of Hollywood stars. Each 
30-minute episode in this unscripted renovation 
comedy features a stand-alone theme, ending 
with one fantastic reno reveal within the cabin!

factual 39 x 30’

home reno & 
property

general
lifestyle

colin & justin’s 
cabin pressure

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Peace Point Entertainment

Cottage Life

request
screener

HD

return to home renovation & property

https://youtu.be/1b4zZvb8Dlk
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Colin%20and%20Justin%27s%20Cabin%20Pressure%20-%20Request%20Screener


On Colin & Justin’s Street Swap, designers Col-
in & Justin come to the aid of a homeowner in 
need. 

They arrive on the scene, assess the disastrous room 
in need and then make over the room to have max-
imum style and functionality – all while showing us 
that results are not always about budget. The de-
signers upcycle existing items of furniture ‘shopped’ 
from the subject’s home and from the neighbour-
hood to achieve the design goals. 

factual 1 x 30’

home reno 
& property

general
lifestyle

colin & justin’s 
street swap

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Peace Point Entertainment

HGTV

request
screener

HD

return to home renovation & property

https://youtu.be/2cVTyig8lRw
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Colin%20and%20Justin%27s%20Street%20Swap%20-%20Request%20Screener


“Too much is never too much” is the motto of extraor-
dinary decorator Esther Tracy. Her over the top de-
signs are not for the faint of heart and her flamboyant 
style pushes the boundaries of her clients comfort 
zone. David, her long suffering son and project man-
ager, tries to keep Esther on track and more impor-
tantly on BUDGET.

Don’t mention the B word to Esther because what does 
money matter “if the look is right?” - That’s David’s prob-
lem. Enter into the Estherverse where the designs are 
bold, the clients a little shocked, results are breathtaking 
and the fun of David’s juggling has to be seen to be be-
lieved. She is out to Estherize the world one home at a 
time and as she sprinkles her fairy dust you will see just 
what makes Esther… Extraordinaire.

factual 10 x 30’

home reno & 
property

general
lifestyle

esther extraordinaireproduced by

original broadcaster

Cream Productions

HGTV

request
screener

HD

return to home renovation & property

VIEW TRAILER

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Esther%20Extraordinaire%20-%20Screener%20request
https://youtu.be/K0cmaKafJmw


Ten people have nailed the chance to be crowned 
the “handiest of them all” in this popular series.

Contestants must prove their abilities under the 
watchful gaze of celebrity judges Mike Holmes 
(Holmes on Homes) and Jim Caruk (Real Renos) and 
a new guest judge each episode. All 10 of these 
contestants have proven they’ve got what it takes, 
but only one will walk away with the coveted title of 
“Handyman Superstar”!

factual 14 x 60’

home reno & 
property competition

handyman superstar 
challenge

produced by

original broadcaster

Firvalley Productions

HGTV

request
screener

return to home renovation & property

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Handyman%20Superstar%20Challenge%20-%20%20Screener%20request


Mike Holmes and his son Mike Holmes Jr. are 
in business together and take on their biggest 
challenge yet: buying, renovating, and selling 3 
houses for profit, doing it the ‘Make It Right’ way. 

Mike doesn’t like the word flip, which he equates 
with a lipstick and mascara approach to renovation. 
Mike and MJ will buy 3 houses, renovate them to the 
highest ‘Make It Right’ standards and get them mar-
ket ready for eager homebuyers who appreciate the 
quality work they expect from the Holmes men.

factual 18 x 60’

home reno & 
property

general
lifestyle

holmes + holmesproduced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Make it Right Releasing

HGTV

request
screener

HD

return to home renovation & property

https://youtu.be/z3lAkZQuzlE
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Holmes%20%2B%20Holmes%20-%20Screener%20request


Mike Holmes and his crew are rebuilding hope in 
the Lower 9th Ward of New Orleans, the area worst 
hit when the levee broke August 2005 during 
Hurricane Katrina. 

As part of Brad Pitt’s Make It Right NOLA charitable 
organization, Mike and his crew construct one of 11 
prototype homes. But these homes are intended to be 
more than just replacement dwellings for the displaced 
families in the Lower 9th. They are examples for the 
world and the future—affordable homes that can with-
stand both natural disasters and reduce energy con-
sumption.

factual 8 x 60’

home reno & 
property

general
lifestyle

holmes in 
new orleans

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Make it Right Releasing

HGTV

request
screener

HD

return to home renovation & property

https://youtu.be/IE2G9vETKnw
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Holmes%20in%20New%20Orleans%20-%20Screener%20request


Mike Holmes shines a spotlight on innocent home-
owners facing massive repair bills and dangerous 
living conditions thanks to incompetence within 
the unregulated home inspection industry. 

Every episode features homebuyers dealing with 
devastating problems with their home, daunting ren-
ovations or potential health threats because they 
were misled by a vague or evasive home inspection. 
Disillusioned and now distrusting, they call in Mike 
Holmes to give them a personal Holmes Inspection 
and assessment, and to MAKE IT RIGHT®.

factual 52 x 60’

home reno & 
property

general
lifestyle

holmes inspectionproduced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Make it Right Releasing

HGTV

request
screener

HD

return to home renovation & property

https://youtu.be/HGyqppZVFSo
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Holmes%20Inspection%20-%20Screener%20request


Mike Holmes is back and better than ever! 
Fan favorite episodes of his top- rated series, 
‘Holmes Makes It Right’ have been Retooled, 
as Mike takes a deeper dive into construction 
issues with his characteristic no nonsense at-
titude and unrivalled skill set. 

Mike gives viewers even more valuable and prag-
matic takeaway as well as never before seen foot-
age. Still opinionated. Always informative. Sur-
prisingly candid. Mike Holmes is… Making It Right: 
Retooled.

factual
36 x 60’

+
12 x 60’

home reno & 
property

general
lifestyle

holmes makes it 
right: retooled

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Make it Right Releasing

HGTV

request
screener

HD

return to home renovation & property

https://youtu.be/LkbhLKAEf6w
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Holmes%20Makes%20it%20Right%20Retooled%20-%20Screener%20request


Construction and renovation expert Mike Holmes 
visits unlucky families who have been swindled or 
abandoned during their home improvement proj-
ects. 

Mike uncovers shoddy construction work, improper 
techniques, and downright rip-offs. As Mike fixes the 
problems he provides homeowners with helpful tips on 
how they can safeguard themselves from these unscru-
pulous builders and dishonest contractors. Throughout 
the series, viewers learn valuable lessons for their own 
home renovation projects, such as the importance of a 
good contract, proper payment terms and what good 
craftsmanship should really look like.

factual
34 x 30’

+
61 x 60’

home reno & 
property

general
lifestyle

holmes on homes produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Make it Right Releasing

HGTV

request
screener

HD

return to home renovation & property

https://youtu.be/BjyWVR6GWEk
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Holmes%20on%20Homes%20-%20Screener%20request


Follow Jason Godfrey and Aishah Sinclair in dis-
covery of Malaysia’s stunning and inspiring hum-
ble abodes and experience the space, decor and 
inspiration behind the design.

Be it a low-density apartment or a unique bunga-
low, you will be enthralled during the awe-inspiring 
moments with the stunning and unique attributes 
Malaysia’s properties have to offer! Turn that dream 
home into a reality and get the inspiration you need 
with these dazzling living spaces and decor ideas 
from “Inspiring Homes”.

factual 2 x 30’

home reno & 
property

general
lifestyle

inspiring homesproduced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Life Inspired Original Productions

Life Inspired

request
screener

HD

return to home renovation & property

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l2NXKoC1e4w&feature=youtu.be
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Inspiring%20Homes%20-%20Screener%20request


You need a license to drive a car but you don’t need 
a license to own a home! I Wrecked My House is a 
home renovation series that features homeowners 
who have literally wrecked their houses and need to 
be rescued.

Comedian Steve Patterson tours the unhandy homeown-
ers’ houses and uncovers their ridiculous, outrageous and 
sometimes ingenious home repairs, with his laser-quick 
wit and hilarious teasing. In each episode, one homeown-
er gets an expert lesson – meant to lessen their helpless-
ness – and then our expert renovators pull out the mess 
and replace it with something that never fails to blow the 
homeowners’ minds.

factual
14 x 30’

+
1 x 60’

home reno & 
property

general
lifestyle

i wrecked my houseproduced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Mountain Road Productions

HGTV

request
screener

HD

return to home renovation & property

https://youtu.be/y3Yy6cvgQMg
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=I%20Wrecked%20My%20House%20-%20Screener%20request


Junk Raiders is a journey into junk salvaging, a thriving 
street-based do-it-yourself subculture built on the idea 
that you don’t need to buy new when everything you need 
can be found in the garbage. An alternative approach 
to building, ‘junk raiding’, quite literally, is about finding 
things for free, then finding innovative ways to recycle 
them, either into their original form or into something al-
together different.

Our top junk raiders take up the ultimate salvage challenge: to 
turn an old factory space into a fully functioning, trendy, live/
work loft in just one month. Their primary building materials? 
Other people’s garbage. The reason? To see if what the rest of 
us throw out is good enough to live in – and live well.

factual 18 x 60’

home reno & 
property

docu-soap

junk raiders
produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Proper Television

Discovery

request
screener

HD

return to home renovation & property

https://youtu.be/DQ_Tu0f2lDM
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Junk%20Raiders%20-%20Screener%20request


In  Making  House,  a  dynamic  husband  anwife  
renovate  their  forever  house  all  whilerunning  
their  own  businesses,  living  in  a  cramped  
apartment  with  three  small  children,  and  ex-
pecting  baby  number  four.

From  demolition  to  drywall,  pot  lights  to  paint,  
fabrics  to  furniture,  Jenn  and  Chad  will  use  
their  design  and  renovation  expertise  to  create  
a  family-friendly  yet  stunning  home,  or  kill  each  
other  in  the  process.  

factual 13 x 30’

home reno & 
property

general
lifestyle

making house produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

General Purpose Entertainment

HGTV

request
screener

return to home renovation & property

HD

https://youtu.be/mp7JXFcN1wc
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Making%20House%20-%20Screener%20request


For the past 10 years viewers from around the world 
have been getting to know Mike Holmes the construc-
tion guru. He is the man who ‘makes it right’ for home-
owners who have been burned by bad renovations, in-
adequate inspections, and dubious contractors. Now 
it’s time to get to know more about Mike the person.
 
This Special combines humour and heartfelt moments to 
take a look back at the man from humble beginnings who 
went on to become an international celebrity with a high-
ly successful brand. This exciting Mike Holmes Anniversary 
Special both celebrates and congratulates the man who has 
been making it right for people for the past 10 years.
 

factual 1 x 60’

home reno 
& property

documentary

mike holmes:
behind the overalls

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Make it Right Releasing

HGTV

request
screener

HD

return to home renovation & property

https://youtu.be/E9CH7gI0zg4
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Behind%20the%20Overalls%20-%20Screener%20request


Mike Holmes has envisioned his state-of-the-art man 
cave for years and he’s finally ready to make it a reality. 
With the foundation and block frame in place, Mike turns 
the jobsite over to his son, Mike Jr., but that doesn’t 
mean he won’t be around to scrutinize every nail and 
screw. 

This is Mike Jr.’s biggest challenge yet as he manages both 
an intricate build and the growing expectations of his fa-
ther—an all-star contractor who has made a career of doing 
it right the first time and fixing other contractors’ mistakes. In 
the final days, Mike Jr. bans his father from the jobsite to add 
a few personal touches, some seriously cool technology and 
a couple of surprises of his own. And for the first time in his 
career, Mike must wait on the sidelines for the final reveal.

factual 2 x 60’

home reno 
& property

general
lifestyle

mike’s 
ultimate garage

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Make it Right Releasing

HGTV

request
screener

HD

return to home renovation & property

https://youtu.be/lQmu9z-O29o
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Mike%27s%20Ultimate%20Garage%20-%20Screener%20request


Reno, Set, Go! Is the battle cry for a ‘clandestine opera-
tion’ that sees friends and family come together to pull 
off a covert room makeover for a deserving loved one, 
all while they toil away at their daily nine to five. It’s un-
dercover renovations for unsuspecting recipients.

Hosts Cheryl Torreneuva and Roger Morin spearhead a 
stealthy plan that requires conspirators to deceive and dis-
tract loved ones from finding out what’s going on. From start 
to finish it’s a family affair. All hands are on deck as everyone 
works together to plan, shop and execute an epic custom 
room renovation under impossible timelines. Reno, Set, Go! 
is the battle cry for the program that sees deserving individ-
uals get the ultimate surprise when their friends and family 
work together to pull off a “covert room makeover” while 
they’re away at work.

factual
14 x 30’

+
1 x 60’

home reno 
& property

general
lifestyle

reno,set, go!produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Scott Brothers Entertainment

Discovery Family

“Reno, Set, Go!
is a terrific show
with a ton of
heart.”
JONATHAN SCOTT –

PROPERTY BROTHERS

request
screener

HD

return to home renovation & property

https://youtu.be/nR8DAkuvqwE
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Reno%20Set%20Go%20-%20Request%20Screener


Shotgun Reno is a series that tracks what hap-
pens when you take one of life’s most stressful 
moments - the renovation of a home and add in a 
life-altering event like a wedding or the birth of a 
child. 

The results are bursting budgets, mountains of drywall 
dust and serious deadlines. It’s enough to transform 
even the calmest of couples into raving lunatics as 
they struggle to complete their renovation on budget 
and in time for the big event. 

factual 13 x 30’

home reno & 
property

general
lifestyle

shotgun reno produced by

original broadcaster

General Purpose Entertainment

Slice

request
screener

return to home renovation & property

VIEW TRAILER

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Shotgun%20Reno%20%20-%20Screener%20request
https://youtu.be/g-dIuM2w8Bw


It’s a home away from home; that vacation property by the 
lake, a place to unwind on weekends or summer vacations. 
And while the view is enviable, the interior is less than de-
sirable – faux wood paneling, hand-me-down hideous furni-
ture and flop house inspired accommodations. Though be-
loved, these family retreats could use some work, and luckily 
Weekend Reno is taking over cottage country, tackling much 
needed renovations, one tired cabin at a time.

In each episode, Designer Michelle Mawby alongside a team of 
carpenters completely overhaul the most neglected lakehouses 
in a single weekend. Every minute counts on Weekend Reno, and 
with so much to do in such a short period of time tensions rise as 
the team takes on an incredible make-over in a near impossible 
amount of time.proven they’ve got what it takes, but only one will 
walk away with the coveted title of “Handyman Superstar”!

factual 13 x 30’

home reno & 
property

general
lifestyle

weekend renoproduced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Mountain Road Productions

Cottage Life

request
screener

HD

return to home renovation & property

https://youtu.be/SU5Y0LvEiOk
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Weekend%20Reno%20-%20%20Screener%20request


Yukon for Sale follows hopeful homebuyers as they 
embark on an adventure of a lifetime: staking a claim 
in the Yukon.

In each half hour episode of Yukon For Sale, we meet 
a set of buyers looking for new digs with a new set of 
parameters. Whether it’s a young couple seeking an off- 
the-grid existence, hunters with their sights set on a 
backyard full of game, or urban professionals wanting 
a condo in the middle of town, finding the perfect pad 
is always an adventure in the Yukon. Mount Logan, the 
Yukon River, and the Northern Lights are the perfect 
backdrop for telling the tales of the new frontiersmen 
who aren’t looking for a home but a homestead.

factual 13 x 30’

home reno & 
property

travel &
adventure

yukon for saleproduced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Proper Television

CMT

request
screener

HD

return to home renovation & property

https://youtu.be/Z9UknMm472k
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Yukon%20For%20Sale%20-%20%20Screener%20request


anna & kristina’s 
grocery bag

anna & kristina:
cooked

anna & kristina:
the shopping bags

general lifestyle/magazinereturn to 
factual

anna & kristina’s 
beauty call

buy.o.logic keasha’s perfect 
dress

art of time: 
baselworld

body blaze health sanctuaries it’s about time: 
baselworld

rizalmanremedy me shopper’s day
out

sense appeal tales of time: 
baselworld



In Anna & Kristina’s series Beauty Call, they take 
on their biggest challenge yet - becoming person-
al shoppers for the wardrobe weary. 

As they bargain-hunt against the clock, they pick u in-
valuable fashion and beauty advice along the way. But 
it all comes down to this: have they been able to land 
a look that will impress a fiery fashionista who sits in 
judgement at the end of the show?

factual 26 x 30’

general
lifestyle

health &
wellness

anna & kristina’s 
beauty call

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Worldwide Bag Media

W Network

request
screener

HD

return to general lifestyle

https://youtu.be/C-BTRMkxoL0
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Anna%20and%20Kristina%20Beauty%20Call%20-%20Screener%20request


Anna & Kristina: COOKED is a 1-hour special spun 
out of the idea that the ladies from Grocery Bag 
leave their cookbooks behind and travel the world 
learning to cook local food from the locals. 

Anna & Kristina head to Oaxaca, Mexico to learn all 
they can about traditional dishes like mole and to pay 
their way, they promise to throw a party for a local 
girl who really needs one. Except this is when it stops 
being easy, or fun. There are tears and not everyone 
gets out alive, but you will need to watch for yourself 
to fill in the gaps.

factual 1 x 60’

general
lifestyle

travel &
adventure

anna & kristina: 
cooked

produced by

original broadcaster

Worldwide Bag Media

W Network

request
screener

HD

VIEW TRAILER

return to general lifestyle

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Anna%20and%20Kristina%20Cooked%20-%20Screener%20request
https://youtu.be/eSqDkahLWD4


In Anna & Kristina’s Grocery Bag,two avid shop-
pers trade in their credit cards for cookbooks to 
put recipes to the test. 

Each episode, Anna & Kristina attempt to re-create the 
beautifully photographed meals from a popular cook-
book, testing kitchen appliances and taste-test ingre-
dients along the way. Soon, an expert Chef arrives to 
judge whether their meal is incredible or inedible.

factual 78 x 30’

general
lifestyle

food

anna & kristina’s 
grocery bag

produced by

original broadcaster

Worldwide Bag Media

W Network

request
screener

HD

VIEW TRAILER

return to general lifestyle

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Anna%20and%20Kristina%20-%20Grocery%20Bag%20-%20%20Screener%20request
https://youtu.be/rAz6DVsSeNM


The Shopping Bags is where Anna Wallner and 
Kristina Matisic began their journey towards be-
coming consumer experts, putting products to the 
test each week for the betterment of the shopping 
masses. 

Each week, the pair looks at several goods and ser-
vices to discover which one is best. From durability to 
quality, day-to-day shopping to big ticket items, Anna & 
Kristina make it their mission to guide viewers towards 
the products and services that best suit them.

factual 205 x 30’

general
lifestyle

current
affairs

anna & kristina: 
the shopping bags

produced by

original broadcaster

Force Four Entertainment

W Network

request
screener

VIEW TRAILER

return to general lifestyle

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Anna%20and%20Kristina%20Shopping%20Bags%20-%20Screener%20Request
https://youtu.be/ydgXIY529C0


Jason Godfrey returns to Basel to discover the very 
best of Baselworld Fair 2015. Watch as he indulg-
es in the heritage that has worked to shape the 
watchmaking industry into what it is today. 

The never-ending sights of finely designed luxury 
watches are sure to amaze you. Be inspired by inter-
views with the famous people behind these famous 
brands as they explain their latest ground-breaking 
creations and catch an insider’s look as to why these 
timepieces are perceived as an art.

factual 2 x 30’

general
lifestyle

fashion

art of time: 
baselworld

produced by

original broadcaster

Life Inspired Original Production

Life Inspired

request
screener

HD

return to general lifestyle

VIEW TRAILER

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Art%20of%20Time%3A%20Baselworld%20-%20Screener%20Request
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yjZXblqOKt4&feature=youtu.be


Get chiseled and sweat it out with this workout 
series, “Body Blaze” is set against some of Malay-
sia’s most picturesque places to keep you moti-
vated!

Created specially by master trainer Emily Tan, this se-
ries aims to provide viewers with fun, easy-to-do ex-
ercises including TRX rip training, dance, and kick-
boxing. Emily will transform your boring stay-at-home 
stretch into a captivating, fat-burning, feel good time! 
This series will reveal the secret to obtaining that lean, 
sexy and healthy body!

factual 8 x 30’

general
lifestyle

health & 
wellness

body blaze produced by

original broadcaster

Life Inspired Original Production

Life Inspired

request
screener

HD

VIEW TRAILER

return to general lifestyle

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Body%20Blaze%20-%20Screener%20request
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ExiF7EU4NZM&feature=youtu.be


Hemorrhoid horror stories…battling bad breath…the 
facts behind foot fungus. Just a few of the topics tack-
led on buy.o.logic, where health meets shopping so 
your wellness shines! In this fun and fast paced series 
no medical ailment is off limits, no healthcare prod-
uct safe from scrutiny and no test too outrageous to 
tackle.

We’ll do whatever it takes so you can make smart buys 
for your body. Host and acclaimed investigative reporter 
Isla Traquair has dedicated her life to uncovering how ev-
eryday products affect our health. Now she’s ready (and 
surprisingly willing) to even put herself to the test.

factual 13 x 30’

general
lifestyle

health &
wellness

buy.o.logicproduced by

original broadcaster

Worldwide Bag Media

W Network

request
screener

HD

VIEW TRAILER

return to general lifestyle

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Buy-o-logic%20-%20Screener%20Request
https://youtu.be/9c1LnkSAA-s


Embarking on a wellness journey with hosts Antho-
ny and Jocelyn Sandstrom in “Health Sanctuaries”, 
a medical lifestyle programme that brings you on a 
holiday of a different kind!

Join them as they visit top notch destinations well-
known not only for its beautiful tourist sites but also as 
destinations for competitive and premium health tour-
ism equipped with the infrastructure for end-to-end 
healthcare services. Discover Malaysia’s health and 
wellness getaways with “Health Sanctuaries”!

factual 1 x 30’

general
lifestyle

health &
wellness

health sanctuariesproduced by

original broadcaster

Life Inspired Original Production

Life Inspired

request
screener

HD

VIEW TRAILER

return to general lifestyle

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Health%20Sanctuaries%20-%20Screener%20Request
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vGrFr2ODf_k&feature=youtu.be


“It’s About Time: Basel” sees Jason Godfrey on 
a journey to discover the very best of the Basel-
world Fair and indulge in the heritage that has 
worked to shape the watchmaking industry into 
what it is today. 

Jason took to the quiet streets of La Chaux-De-
Fonds, the cradle of life for timekeeping and envel-
oped himself in an exclusive first-hand experience 
that will show you how the craft of watchmaking has 
been grafted together to what it is today.

factual 2 x 30’

general
lifestyle

fashion

it’s about time: 
baselworld

produced by

original broadcaster

Life Inspired Original Production  

Life Inspired

request
screener

HD

VIEW TRAILER

return to general lifestyle

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=It%27s%20About%20Time%3A%20Basel%20-%20Screener%20request
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Suj92liLobc&feature=youtu.be


Renowned bridal consultant Keasha Rigsby’s warmth, 
talent and sass have endeared her to audiences of 
the hit series Say Yes To The Dress. Now opening her 
own exclusive bridal boutique, she’s continuing her 
quest for bridal perfection. Keasha’s Perfect Dress 
takes viewers inside a bustling bridal salon, sharing 
tales of high hopes and big decisions as each bride 
pursues her dream gown.

Keasha’s Perfect Dress is a half-hour bridal fashion re-
alityseries that focuses on the dramatic highs and lows 
of three brides-to-be and their opinionated families and 
friends, who each have their own opinions about what 
the ‘perfect’ dress should look like. Keasha makes a true 
connection with every bride to get to the heart of the 
matter – finding the perfect dress for her perfect day.

factual 14 x 30’

general
lifestyle

entertainment

keasha’s perfect 
dress

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Peace Point Entertainment

Slice

request
screener

HD

return to general lifestyle

https://youtu.be/XzlDs2TbGDk
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Keasha%27s%20Perfect%20Dress%20-%20Screener%20request


Are your Doshas out of balance? Is your Yin over-
taking your Yang? How’s your Prana? Remedy Me! 
enters the lives of two different people suffering 
from the same disagreeable and often embarrass-
ing ailment – from gas and hemorrhoids to restless 
legs syndrome and PMS.

Each has exhausted their options with conventional 
medicine and is ready to try something new. Join them
on their personal quest as they explore the world of 
complementary and alternative medicine in search of a
remedy. The results are surprising, shocking, some-
times distasteful, often relieving and usually humorous.

factual 13 x 30’

general
lifestyle

health &
wellness

remedy meproduced by

original broadcaster

Creative Atlantic

Global

request
screener

HD

VIEW TRAILER

return to general lifestyle

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Remedy%20Me%20-%20Screener%20Request
https://vimeo.com/367854832/acc9eab34a


Malaysia’s most celebrated fashion designer, 
Rizalman Ibrahim’s design is a clear favourite 
amongst royalties, socialites and A-list celeb-
rities.

Now for the first time ever, Rizalman unravels the 
secrets of success in his endeavours. Also, join in 
commemorating his 25 years in the fashion indus-
try and capture intimate moments between the 
passionate couturier’s and his loved ones. Delve 
deeper into the Malaysia’s fashion maestro’s re-
al-life story for it is now to be told by the man 
himself.

factual 8 x 30’

general
lifestyle fashion/style

rizalman produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Life Inspired Original Production

Life Inspired

request
screener

HD

return to general lifestyle

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m4_BUBjzMZE&feature=youtu.be
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Rizalman%20-%20Screener%20request


In each episode, two singles take on a steamy sense 
& sexuality chemistry test. They will smell, touch, 
hear and taste total strangers. Each sense scoring 
attraction levels and eliminating bad matches, all 
before seeing who they’ve been kissing, whiffing 
and stroking.

When their sensory match is revealed in the flesh, will 
they race to the date or bemoan their body’s bad choic-
es? When singles strip down to their senses, who will 
their bodies want most and will their brains agree?

factual 10 x 60’

general
lifestyle

entertainment

sense appealproduced by

original broadcaster

Go Button Media

OUTtv

request
screener

HD

return to general lifestyle

VIEW TRAILER

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Sense%20Appeal%20-%20Screener%20Request
https://vimeo.com/367854861/5f96a899d3


“Shopper’s Day Out” features a wholesome 
shopping experience in Kuala Lumpur special-
ly catered for men, women as well as the whole 
family.

Follow hosts Jason Godfrey and Cheryl Samad as 
they visit an array of entertainment, food outlets 
and retail havens. Three episodes each dedicat-
ed to different shopper’s desires. From finding the 
best bargains you can get for electronic gadgets, 
to lavishing yourself in the latest fashion brands, to 
exploring fun activities for the family.

factual 3 x 30’

general
lifestyle fashion/style

shopper’s day 
out

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Life Inspired Original Production

Life Inspired

request
screener

HD

return to general lifestyle

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pTnXPgUhwEU&feature=youtu.be
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Shopper%27s%20Day%20Out%20-%20Screener%20request


Host Jason Godfrey returns to the Swiss town of 
Basel where he uncovers the historical tales be-
hind some of the world’s renowned watch brands 
and their impact on watch culture during their time.

Discover how these luxurious brands maintain their 
place in the competitive timepiece industry while re-
maining as coveted brands among watch collectors. In 
the show, the industry insiders will share their passion 
for luxury watches, the memories they carry and their 
emotional attachment to them.

factual 2 x 30’

general
lifestyle

fashion

tales of time:
baselworld

produced by

original broadcaster

Life Inspired Original Production

Life Inspired

request
screener

HD

return to general lifestyle

VIEW TRAILER

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Tales%20of%20Time%3A%20Baselworld%20-%20Screener%20Request
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lGUE7Rq78sE&feature=youtu.be


real fight club

sportsreturn to 
factual

lighter side of sports

superbodies

sports gone wild

world’s most 
dangerous sports

facing ali

through my 
father’s eyes



Often hailed as the greatest sportsman of 
all time, Muhammad Ali had an incredible 
boxing career in which he was rarely de-
feated.

In this feature length documentary ten of Ali’s 
biggest opponents reveal what it was like to 
come face to face with the much-loved legend 
in the ring. Contributors include Earnie Shav-
ers, Ken Norton, Joe Frazier and George Fore-
man.

factual 1 x 100’

sports documentary

facing aliproduced by

original broadcaster

Network Entertainment

Spike

request
screener

HD

return to sports

VIEW TRAILER

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Facing%20Ali%20-%20Request%20Screener
https://vimeo.com/365290615/c73ac13c55


Hosted by sports personality Mike Golic, The 
Lighter Side of Sports is a hilarious, zany, wild-n-
crazy blend of bloopers, practical jokes, pranks 
and some embarrassing sports moments all rolled 
into episodes of rib-tickling fun.

This series brings viewers the funniest moments from 
the entire world of sports: from Basketball to Barrel 
Jumping, Baseball to Surfing, Football to Bed Racing, 
Auto Racing to Rodeo. As a former NFL player, Mike 
Golic is almost as famous for his off-the-field antics 
as he was for his on-the-field play.

factual 46 x 30’

sports travel &
adventure

lighter side 
of sports

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Steve Rotfeld Productions

US Syndicated

request
screener

return to sports

https://youtu.be/9HYuqMEETvA
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Lighter%20Side%20of%20Sports%20-%20Request%20Screener


Ultimate fighting, cage fighting, extreme fighting 
– there are many names for the most violent and 
fastest growing phenomenon in youth culture 
and world sport today. Real Fight Club takes an 
in depth look into mixed martial arts and the im-
pact it’s made on current mainstream society. 

Seen everywhere from shocking backyard brawls 
posted on YouTube, to multi-million dollar pay-per-
views, ultimate fighting’s popularity has exploded and 
despite once being banned in nearly every state in 
America, it is now an entrenched part of our culture. 

factual 1 x 60’

sports documentary

real fight clubproduced by

original broadcaster

Peace Point Entertainment

Global TV

request
screener

HD

return to sports

VIEW TRAILER

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Real%20Fight%20Club%20-%20Request%20Screener
https://youtu.be/nsvGVCrka2E


From gymnastic landing fails, to hardcore ski land-
ings, to hockey fighting goalies, Sports Gone Wild 
is a series featuring bloopers, crazy moments, 
and incredible plays from the world of sports. 

Watch cross country mountain bikers in hazardous 
conditions, riot police in a soccer match, horse nuts 
from America’s Got Talent, and much more!

factual 26 x 30’

sports travel & 
adventure

sports gone wild produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Steve Rotfeld Productions

US Syndicated

request
screener

return to sports

https://youtu.be/xwpY3uKfOyY
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Sports%20Gone%20Wild%20-%20Request%20Screener


With the help of cutting-edge forensic comput-
er-generated imagery, Dr. Greg Wells, a physi-
ological scientist who works with elite athletes, 
peels away the human skin to reveal what truly 
happens when star athletes perform.

Whether it’s barreling down a mountain at neck 
breaking speed, performing aerial acrobatics or 
skating at the speed of light, each segment within 
Superbodies illustrates how the body copes, ad-
justs and compensates to ensure athletes excel at 
their sport.

factual 2 x 60’

sports documentary

superbodies produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Peace Point Entertainment

Discovery

request
screener

HD

return to sports

https://youtu.be/Y_uqxq4L4Gc
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Superbodies%20-%20Request%20Screener


Through My Father’s Eyes follows the life and ear-
ly career of Ronda Rousey, a woman whose name 
has become synonymous with Mixed Martial Arts 
(MMA) and the Ultimate Fighting Championship 
(UFC).

From her humble beginnings living in a car to a UFC 
champion and trailblazer, demanding equal pay in a 
male-dominated industry, Rousey serves as an inspira-
tion in this rich and in-depth study of her life. Through 
My Father’s Eyes features early footage of Rousey’s 
childhood, stories of her late father, and interviews with 
family and fellow fighters, emphasizing the incredibly 
driven fighters desire to not only succeed, but to hon-
or her father’s memory.

factual 1 x 100’

sports documentary

through my father’s eyes: 
the ronda rousey story

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

RonRoy & YinGary

Independent

request
screener

return to sports

HD

https://vimeo.com/359791903/13c7e94bd7
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Through%20My%20Father%27s%20Eyes%20-%20Request%20Screener


What sport events have been designed to ensure that po-
tential danger lurks around every corner? And why is it 
that every society in all parts of the world seems to test its 
athletes in this manner? Viewers are taken on a spectac-
ular, four continent journey to witness World’s Most Dan-
gerous Sports Events.

Highlights include incredible drag and stock car events from 
Australia; out of control bronco riding from Uruguay; sensation-
al base jumping from Rio de Janeiro; horse racing down the 
steep and dangerous hills of the American West; and bicycle 
racing around the treacherous curves of the Olympic Stadium 
in Mexico City. Each and every event tests the will and courage 
of the competitors who know that potential disaster could be 
lurking around every corner. World’s Most Dangerous Sports 
Events is fast-paced, attention grabbing reality television that is 
just unreal.

factual 2 x 60’

sports travel & 
adventure

world’s most dangerous 
sports events

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Steve Rotfeld Productions

US Syndicated

request
screener

return to sports

https://youtu.be/s2lL96kkvqI
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=World%27s%20Most%20Dangerous%20Sports%20-%20Request%20Screener


gourds, guts & glory

the sheepdogs 
have at it

the real superhumans

abducted

the rise of 
terrorism

how to make love 
to my wife

takedown:
the DNA of GSP

documentary/specialsreturn to 
factual

inseparable:
ten years joined at the 

head

to the ends of the 
earth

chimp mommy the hidden secrets 
of magic

hillary’s america

houdini unlocking 
his secrets

kjb: the book that 
changed the world

street dogs of 
south central



TWA flight 
800

documentary/specialsreturn to 
factual



Abducted is a compelling, heartbreaking and 
high adrenaline program featuring a first per-
son’s account of a kidnapping.

Rosalie Hollingworth’s daughter is kidnapped 
by her husband not once, but twice, both times 
resulting in a desperate and highly dangerous 
search to get her back. The daughter will suf-
fer unspeakable abuse, while Rosalie conducts a 
harrowing, years long search to find and rescue 
her.

factual 1 x 60’

documentary/
specials

crime & 
mystery

abducted produced by

original broadcaster

Proper Television

OWN

request
screener

HD

return to documentary/specials

VIEW TRAILER

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Abducted%20-%20Request%20Screener
https://youtu.be/0tOcE-3aJqo


Meet Gini Val. She’s a hard-working single mother 
whose baby just happens to be a chimpanzee. Gini 
has been a professional primate caregiver for 40 
years and Chimp Mommy gives us a rare glimpse 
at her life with 2-year-old chimp, Eli.

On Chimp Mommy we are a fly-on-the-wall as Gini 
prepares for a road trip to introduce Eli to the beach. 
Preparing for the trip proves to be an adventure in 
and of itself! Watch Gini in her truly unique role of 
chimp baby-raiser as she provides the best care pos-
sible while also allowing the public to experience the 
magic of communion with our closest animal 
relatives.

factual 2 x 30’

documentary entertainment

chimp mommy produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Peace Point Entertainment

CMT

request
screener

HD

return to documentary/specials

https://youtu.be/IjX8N6cNXWo
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Chimp%20Mommy%20-%20Request%20Screener


In Windsor, Nova Scotia — birthplace of the 
giant pumpkin — they don’t just grow mas-
sive gourds, they race them! Every October, 
pumpkins are transformed into boats and 
then paddled across Lake Pesaquid in an all-
out race to the finish. 

Gourds, Guts & Glory is a half-hour special that 
takes us into the zany world of giant pumpkin 
racing. Along the way, they’ll reveal their wacky 
secrets, madcap rituals and crazy antics in their 
never-ending pursuit of pumpkin glory.

factual 1 x 30’

documentary food

gourds, guts 
& glory

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Mountain Road Productions

CMT

request
screener

HD

return to documentary/specials

https://youtu.be/uEKHZEr-yOk
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Gourds%2C%20Guts%20and%20Glory%20-%20Request%20Screener


THE HIDDEN SECRETS OF MAGIC is a one hour 
special that tells the story and secrets of the
magical feats that have gained legendary sta-
tus worldwide.

The program features a collection of varying 
tricks that have a rich history of stage perfor-
mances. Every trick begins with a history of its 
original performance and the tools used to per-
form it before a modern magician presents the 
same trick using these same original methods.

factual 1 x 60’

documentary/
specials magic

produced by

original broadcaster

Hearst Entertainment

VH1

request
screener

return to documentary/specials

the hidden secrets
of magic

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Hidden%20Secrets%20of%20Magic%20-%20Request%20Screener


In HILLARY’S AMERICA, best-selling author 
and influential filmmaker Dinesh D’Souza re-
veals the sordid truth about Hillary Clinton 
and the secret history of the Democratic Par-
ty.

This important and controversial film released at 
a critical time leading up to the 2016 Presidential 
campaign and challenges the state of American 
politics.

factual 1 x 96’

documentary/
specials current affairs

produced by

original broadcaster

D’Souza Media

Amazon

request
screener

return to documentary/specials

hillary’s america:
the secret history of the 

democratic party
HD

VIEW TRAILER

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Hillary%27s%20America%20-%20Request%20Screener
https://vimeo.com/367854753/93407be7f8


Houdini’s greatest death-defying escapes 
and wondrous magic illusions are re-creat-
ed by today’s greatest magicians in this one-
hour television event special.

This special features modern magicians perform-
ing Houdini’s feats, intercut with biographical in-
formation.

factual 1 x 60’

documentary/
specials

magic

houdini unlocking 
his secrets

produced by

original broadcaster

Hearst Entertainment

Starz

request
screener

return to documentary/specials

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Houdini%20Unlocking%20His%20Secrets%20-%20Request%20Screener


After two decades of marriage, family, and the same ro-
mantic routines, comedian Greg Lawrence spares no hu-
miliation in his attempt to morph into “a hybrid of Alan 
Alda and Ron Jeremy” - a man able to go for hours, with-
out ever losing focus on his wife’s desires and needs.

The filmmaker’s light-hearted and comedic sexual make-
over includes visits with a sex therapist, stylist, psycholo-
gist, porn actor, life coaches and specialists in romance. He 
learns about Tantric sex, ointments, aphrodisiacs, toys and 
desensitizing creams - in short - any aid, device, enhancer 
or sexual tool, regardless of how silly or odd. How To Make 
Love To My Wife is self-help at its funniest, as Greg attempts 
to overcome his ineptitude in bed, turn himself into a world 
class lover, and finally please his wife.

factual 1 x 60’

documentary/
specials current affairs

produced by

original broadcaster

Ocnus Productions

CBC

request
screener

return to documentary/specials

VIEW TRAILER

how to make love 
to my wife

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=How%20to%20Make%20Love%20to%20My%20Wife%20-%20Request%20Screener
https://youtu.be/hk5CbL-8AZY


Inseparable: Ten Years Joined At The Head is an ex-
traordinary story that captures a year in the lives of 
conjoined twins Tatiana and Krista Hogan as they hit 
a landmark birthday – their tenth.

Conjoined twins are a rarity, but those joined at the head, 
craniopagus twins, are the rarest of all - one in 2.5 million. 
However, it is the structure of Tatiana and Krista’s brains 
that make them unique in the world. They have the as-
tonishing ability to see through each other’s eyes, feel 
what the other feels, perhaps even know what the other 
is thinking. At birth, their very survival was in doubt, and 
the family was warned that the girls could be permanent-
ly bed-ridden if they lived. The fact that Tatiana and Krista 
are thriving is a medical miracle.

factual 1 x 60’

documentary/
specials

science & 
technology

inseparable:
ten years joined at the head 

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Curious Features Inc.

CBC

There’s nobody in 
the world that’s  
connected the same 
way they are.

request
screener

HD

return to documentary/specials

https://youtu.be/whBvHwtH05k
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Inseparable%3A%20Ten%20Years%20Joined%20at%20the%20Head%20-%20Request%20Screener


This is the extraordinary story behind arguably 
the most important manuscript in history.

Acclaimed actor John Rhys-Davies visits landmarks,
explains relics and leads us back into a darker time 
to discover this fascinating tale of saints and sin-
ners, power and passion, as the greatest transla-
tion of Holy Scripture emerges into a world and 
culture that would never be quite the same again.

factual 1 x 95’

documentary/
specials history

kjb: the book that 
changed the world

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

1A Productions

Amazon

request
screener

HD

return to documentary/specials

https://vimeo.com/359792276/c21f5e5b38
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=KJB%3A%20The%20Book%20that%20Changed%20the%20World%20-%20Request%20Screener


The Real Superhumans is a groundbreaking feature 
length documentary that reveals the amazing stories 
of real people with extraordinary super powers.  In 
Switzerland, a young woman combines senses so she 
can taste and see music; In Turkey, a painter is com-
pared with Renaissance Master Brunelleschi – despite 
being born without eyes. In the Netherlands, a man 
has an unexplained power to withstand extreme cold.

The Real Superhumans delves into each of these amazing 
characters’ stories. Each one give us a glimpse into what 
we may all be like in the very near future. There are those 
who say that the human species will be radically different 
not in thousands of years or even hundreds – but in our 
lifetime! 

factual 1 x 120’

documentary/
specials

science & 
technology

the real 
superhumans

produced by

original broadcaster

Proper Television

Discovery

request
screener

HD

return to documentary/specials

VIEW TRAILER

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=The%20Real%20Superhumans%20-%20Request%20Screener
https://youtu.be/yYgWkSVvjQA


The Rise of Terrorism delves into the details of 
the international conflict with ISIS. 

It explores themes from the origins of this fundamen-
talist organization, its members and the attacks that 
have been perpetrated to their funding and strategy 
to achieve their ultimate goal.

factual 6 x 30’

documentary/
specials

current
affairs

the rise of 
terrorism

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Mobius Lab Productions

Sinclaire Broadcast Group

request
screener

HD

return to documentary/specials

https://youtu.be/qXZBjmOJHmI
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=The%20Rise%20of%20Terrorism%20-%20Request%20Screener


A few years ago, The Sheepdogs were an unknown 
rock band from Saskatoon, Canada. They were tour-
ing in a broken van, playing a brand of vintage rock 
music that everyone told them would never get radio 
play. But after winning a place on the cover of Rolling 
Stone Magazine,
everything changed.

After such a meteoric rise to fame, what happens next? 
How do The Sheepdogs prove they’re more than a band 
who won a contest? The Sheepdogs Have At It follows 
the guys into a Nashville recording studio as they make 
their new album with producer Patrick Carney from The 
Black Keys. The band’s fate rests upon the success of this 
new record, and all eyes are upon them.

factual 1 x 90’

documentary music

the sheepdogs 
have at it

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Farpoint Films

Super Channel

request
screener

HD

return to documentary/specials

https://vimeo.com/213125027/75ed7d4593
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=The%20Sheepdogs%20Have%20at%20It%20-%20Request%20Screener


Narrated by actor and activist, Queen Latifah, 
Street Dogs of South Central is feature-length 
documentary that depicts the lives of stray dogs 
in South Central, Los Angeles.

An essentially forgotten land, South Central contains 
an eighth of LA’s population, yet accounts for nearly 
half of all homicides. One in three residents live in pov-
erty in this dangerous area and survival here, for both 
humans and canines, requires extraordinary determi-
nation. This documentary follows the daily struggles 
of a dog names Elsie, a Black Labrador mix, who fights 
to raise her puppies on the streets of Los Angeles.

factual 1 x 85’

documentary/
specials

animals

street dogs of 
south central

produced by

original broadcaster

Lionsgate

Animal Planet/OWN

request
screener

HD

return to documentary/specials

VIEW TRAILER

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Street%20Dogs%20of%20South%20Central%20-%20Request%20Screener
https://vimeo.com/359792001/7f4b81b814


Takedown: The DNA of GSP is a feature length docu-
mentary about UFC’s Welterweight World Champion, 
Georges St. Pierre (GSP). This feature is a journey
that will take the viewer through the life of GSP and 
will provide an indepth, UNPRECEDENTED, ALL AC-
CESS exploration on who GSP is, the motivation be-
hind his career and life, and the strategy used in his 
MMA fights.
It is often said that the greatest athletes are the most nat-
ural/instinctive, and to illustrate that point in a spectac-
ular way, footage of special animal photography trans-
posed against GSP in the Octagon will illustrate a poetic 
approach to photographing this sport. The intimate ac-
cess gained to GSP’s world will ensure an emotional and 
triumphant story.

factual 1 x 90’

documentary sports

takedown:
the DNA of GSP

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

Jimmy Lee/Upside Up/Triplex Films

The Movie Network

request
screener

Two people
enter the cage,
but there can 
only be one 
winner.

HD

return to documentary/specials

https://vimeo.com/213079100/6660fdd7a8
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=Takedown%3A%20The%20DNA%20of%20GSP%20-%20Request%20Screener


Narrated by Academy Award winner, Emma Thompson, 
To The Ends of the Earth is a feature documentary that 
examines the rise of extreme energy extraction and its 
impact on the global environment, economy and local 
communities.
With the fossil fuel industry’s current intensive hunt for un-
conventional non-renewables, including Arctic drilling and 
shale gas fracking, To The Ends of the Earth brings forward the 
voices of a formidable array of scientists, authors and activists 
who envision a post-growth economic future premised on 
co-operation, social justice and ecological stewardship. This 
documentary brings to light our current economical struggle 
within the fossil fuel industry while exploring the hard-hitting 
question – can new and unconventional technology usher in 
an era of renewable energy great enough to fuel our society?

factual
1 x 60’ 

or 
1 x 90’

documentary/
specials

current 
affairs

to the ends 
of the earth

produced by

original broadcaster

VIEW TRAILER

White Gold Productions Inc.

TVO

request
screener

HD

return to documentary/specials

https://youtu.be/KX0M5AKfGBY
mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=To%20the%20Ends%20of%20the%20Earth%20-%20Request%20Screener


A documentary about the ill-fated Trans World 
Airline Flight 800 to Paris, France, which ex-
ploded on July 17, 1996 just 12 minutes after 
takeoff from JFK International Airport, killing 
all 230 people on board.

The special features six former members of the 
official crash investigation breaking their silence 
to refute the officially proposed cause of the jet-
liner’s demise and reveal how the investigation 
was systematically undermined.

factual 1 x 120’

documentary/
specials

tragedy

TWA flight 800produced by

original broadcaster

Epix

Epix

request
screener

HD

return to documentary/specials

VIEW TRAILER

mailto:sales%40boatrocker.com?subject=TWA%20Flight%20800%20-%20Request%20Screener
https://vimeo.com/359791869/2b1d4a95e2

